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The National Integrity System
The National Integrity System (NIS) approach was developed by Jeremy Pope to
understand the weaknesses of state institutions and the failings of previous reform
initiatives by asking about corruption from a number of perspectives: the causes of
corruption; the relationships of the Executive to other state institutions; key areas
where corruption occurs or where democratisation is constrained; those institutions or
areas with a role to play in promoting reform and democratisation, and for dealing
with corruption; progress with government strategy and donor anti-corruption
initiatives; and the relative strengths and weaknesses of these institutions or areas on
an individual and collective basis to ensure their own capacity to be free from
corruption (‘corruption-proofing’) as well as to promote a more integrated approach to
dealing with corruption.

The Reconstruction NIS (RNIS) takes the approach further by using it to assess post-
conflict countries as they rebuild the state and move toward democratistaion. The
RNIS provides a framework through which to assess the impact and legacies of
conflict, the multiple political and institutional issues, and the role of donors, not only
generally in terms of reconstruction, anti-corruption development, and priorities but
also in terms of the often complex and continuing issues of power, corruption and
democratization.

The RNIS country studies worked to a common template, requiring a country
overview and corruption profile, supported by evidence of patterns, levels and causes
of corruption. This approach requires discussions of the steps taken by institutions and
key areas – usually the executive; legislature; elections/political party funding; audit;
judiciary; civil service; police and prosecutors; public procurement; ombudsman;
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investigative/watchdog agencies; media; civil society; regional and local government -
to prevent corruption as well as information on the effectiveness of such steps and the
relations between institutions, and on  issues such as political penetration of
institutions, legacies from previous regimes, the role of donors in supporting and
cooperating on the reform process in general and anti-corruption in particular, and the
politicization of donor-friendly reforms such as decentralisation and democratisation.

Tiri
Tiri is an international NGO based in London that partners with civil society,
governments, and business to create networks of committed change agents dedicated
to strategic integrity reform. Tiri is an incubator and facilitates innovative reforms and
provides a critical learning platform to disseminate cutting-edge experiences.

This paper is part of a series of eight studies of post-war reconstruction countries
commissioned by Tiri and funded by the Norwegian Ministry for Foreign Affairs and
the Foundation Open Society Institute. All studies are accessible on www.tiri.org

Eight local policy centres undertook research using a shared terms of reference.  The
countries covered are Afghanistan, Bosnia Herzegovina, Kosovo, Lebanon,
Mozambique, Palestine, Sierra Leone, Timor Leste.  The research is the basis for an
advocacy and monitoring agenda to promote integrity in reconstruction both within
the eight countries and internationally. Together, these groups form the Network for
Integrity in Reconstruction (NIR).

All material contained in this survey was believed to be accurate as of January 5th,
2007. Every effort has been made to verify the information contained herein,
including allegation. Nevertheless, Tiri does not accept the responsibility for the
consequences of the use of this information for other purposes or in other contexts.

Tiri
Downstream Building (3rd fl),
1, London Bridge,
London SE1 9BG
United Kingdom

Qazzaz, Hadeel (2007) Reconstruction National Integrity System Survey Palestine
2007. London: Tiri
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AMAN Coalition
AMAN, established in February 2000, promotes integrity, transparency, and
accountability and seeks to combat corruption on a long-term, continuous, and
comprehensive basis. In cooperation with partners from government, civil society, and
the private sector, AMAN leads Palestinian civil society in the development and
implementation of a Palestinian National Action Plan against corruption. AMAN
concentrates on activities that enhance integrity, transparency, and accountability as
preventive measures against corruption in Palestinian society. AMAN published a
number of diagnostic studies on corruption in the Palestinian Society. AMAN has also
assembled a resource center for information on ethics, accountability, and corruption.
AMAN is currently implementing a two year programme entitled “ Promoting values
of integrity, principles of transparency and systems of accountability in the Palestinian
Society”.  This programme aims at increasing public awareness about corruption,
promoting ethics and professional standards in the Palestinian public institutions,
providing capacity building for media professionals and media institutions in
exposing corruption, advocating the right to access information by the public, and
revising the Palestinian legal framework with regards to the principle of “Separation
of Powers” including the preparation of all necessary draft laws.

AMAN was founded as a network with representatives from different civil society
sectors. The six founding members are: The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of
Global Dialogue and Democracy “MIFTAH”, Jerusalem; Arab Thought Forum
“ATF”, Jerusalem; The Palestine Trade Center “PalTrade”, Ramallah; The Palestinian
Institute for the Study of Democracy “MUWATIN”, Al-Bireh; Al-Mezan Center for
Human Rights, Gaza; The Palestinian Council on Foreign Relations, Gaza.
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1. Introduction
Integrity in a post conflict situation is a great challenge. In Palestine this challenge is
no different. The amount of funds which flooded the country, the lack of
governmental institutions to carry all the reconstruction projects needed; the lack of
suitable, operational and capable institutions to safeguard the reconstruction project;
as well as the new experience which governmental officials faced were all limitations
to effective reconstruction. This research looked into all these aspects and others with
the hope of identifying lessons to be learnt in the Palestinian case and in other
countries with similar situations. The research was conducted within a larger network
of studies on “Integrity in reconstruction processes” which was conducted in 10 post
conflict countries.

The research team followed general guidelines which were agreed upon within the
network. The research team was formed with the efforts of the main integrity network
in Palestine “Aman Collation for Integrity and Accountability”. The coalition has a
considerable experience and good follow up of the different reform processes and was
involved in establishing a Palestine national integrity system. The general director of
Aman Dr, Azmi Shoaibi (ex-member of parliament) was the key person in terms of
information and access to information. The researchers depended mainly on
secondary information, however, some interviews were conducted to collect
information which is not yet documented. Dr. Shoaibi in that sense was extremely
valuable. The research team was formed of four people (Dr. Hadeel Qazzaz, research
coordinator, Mr. Ammar Dweik, main researcher, Dr. Ahmad Abu Daya and Mr.
Jihad Harb) who were actively involved as researchers. The valuable talents and
abilities of the different team members produced the current document. The
willingness of the team to meet for long hours and discuss details and conclusions
were highly appreciated by the main researcher and the research coordinator.
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2. Executive Summary
In Palestine the conflict still goes on which makes it difficult to deal with it as a
regular case of reconstruction. However, the Palestinian case shows how reform and
building national integrity systems is sensitive to political change. The continuous
oppression by the Israeli occupation undermines any reform efforts. Achievements are
fragile in the face of the harsh measure of political boycott by the international
community. Commitment to integrity and reform in the Palestinian context should be
coupled with political commitment to advance the peace process, stopping the
occupation oppression and promoting a viable economic development process.
Internally, Political will in advancing reform is essential. It is the role of the
international community then to strengthen local demands for integrity and reform
and to not only have ready made recipes of reform. International donor support should
be political as well as financial. Continuous dialogue with local agents for change is
essential. Political support is also important to maintain achievements of reform
which are usually fragile. Financial support should not be seasonal or according to
pre-set agendas. Some reform and especially re-building state institutions needs long
term and consistent support. The international donor community’s desire to respond to
urgent humanitarian needs should not take over the long-term efforts of reform. Using
reform and integrity as a tool in political and election campaigns and for political
gains is dangerous. False allegations or lack of evidence of corruption creates a hostile
environment and minimizes people’s trust in the system.

Priorities for building an integrity system in Palestine include building a viable,
independent judicial system. Although judicial reform may need a long time and
many resources, it is essential to start with. In that sense it is not a long term strategy
only because any steps taken in that direction will restore people’s confidence in
official commitment to reform and will restore people’s belief in justice which will
have a positive effect in all sectors. The second priority is to create a better security
and policing system. The elements that underpin the rule of law - such as prisons,
courts, and legal sector and security services - should be regarded as linked and
interdependent. An equally important priority is reforming the President's Office
which is a crucial challenge at the moment. Due to the international boycott of the
Hamas government, money is being transferred to the President's Office which
contradicts all the achievements that have been accomplished since 2003 in unifying
the treasury and having a modern, transparent budget system. It is also important to
continue reforming the civil service by avoiding appointments according to political
affiliation. The retirement procedure should be activated to minimize the number of
employees. All employees should be placed in a certain structure which serves the
mission of the governmental organizations. Rules such as preventing civil servants
from working in two jobs and respecting working hours should be implemented.
Transparency in local government is another step that should also be taken to increase
the accountability of local government. The annual budgets and audited annual
accounts of local government should be available to the public.
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3. Country Overview
The Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) are geographically divided into two
distinct areas; the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The Population of the West Bank,
including Jerusalem is 2,385,615 and the population of Gaza Strip is 1,376,2891. In
addition, there are more than 220,000 Israeli settlers living in the West Bank and
177,000 in East Jerusalem. The total area of the OPT is 6249 square kilometres. The
West Bank covers 5884 square kilometres, and the Gaza Strip covers 365 square
kilometres.

According to 2003 estimates the GDP Per Capita is $800 in the West Bank and $600
in Gaza Strip. The 2005 UNDP Human Development Index Ranks the OPT 102 out of
177 countries. The 2005 Corruption Index of Transparency International ranks the
Palestinian National Authority number 107 out of 158.

After the 1967 war, Israel took over the administration of the Palestinian legal system
by imposing military laws and regulations in the OPT. East Jerusalem fell under the
jurisdiction of Israeli domestic law and was annexed in 1980 by Israel.

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is considered the legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people and holds a permanent observer seat in the
United Nations General Assembly. It was initially formed by the Arab League in
Cairo Summit in 1964. The PLO has a legislative body, the Palestinian National
Council (PNC), but most actual political power and decisions are controlled by the
PLO Executive Committee, made up of 18 people elected by the PNC. The PLO
incorporates a range of generally secular ideologies of different Palestinian
movements committed to the Palestinian right of self determination and liberation. In
1992, the PLO secretly negotiated the Oslo Accords with Israel. The Accords were
signed on 20 August 1993. There was a subsequent public ceremony in Washington
D.C. on September 13, 1993 with Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin. The Accords
granted the Palestinians right to self-government on the Gaza Strip and the city of
Jericho in the West Bank through the creation of the Palestinian National Authority
(PNA). Yasser Arafat was appointed head of the PNA and a timetable for elections
was laid out which saw Arafat elected president in January 1996. The agreements
state that the PLO signs on behalf of the PNA, and the PLO is the supreme leadership
of the Authority, the PNA covers one part of the Palestinians –in the territories- while
the PLO represents the Palestinians in the territories and the Diaspora. The
headquarters of the PLO were moved to Ramallah on the West Bank.

The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) is considered the executive body of the
PLO to deal with Palestinians living in the Palestinian Territories. It is worth noting
that it was the PLO who authorized the creation of the PNA and conferred legitimacy
upon it, a legitimacy that was confirmed and expanded by the 1996 general election.
The PLO has continued to negotiate with Israel, to maintain foreign relations, and to
sign international agreements on behalf of the PNA, which lacks sovereign character.
The PLO also maintains its status as the representative of all Palestinians, including
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those of the Diaspora, and is therefore the only entity that has the authority to
negotiate and guarantee a permanent settlement with Israel2.

The PNA3 was created pursuant to the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-
Government Arrangements in 1993 (DOP). The DOP, (also known as the Oslo I
agreement), set up the ground for subsequent Israeli-Palestinian agreements
organizing the powers of the new Palestinian Authority4. The DOP provided for a
transitional period not exceeding five years of Palestinian interim self-government in
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. Under the DOP, Israel agreed to transfer certain
powers and responsibilities to the PNA.

The PNA has responsibility for the civil affairs and internal security in Area A (cities
and some towns). Israel and the PNA (with civil responsibility) had joint
responsibility in Area B (suburbs and smaller towns) where the PNA is responsible
for the internal Palestinian security (manly criminal cases), while the Israelis are
responsible for the over all security. The DOP framework limits the power of the PNA
to pass primary legislation and deprives it altogether of legal jurisdiction over Israelis
or any activity involving Israelis in the WBGS. The PNA lacks responsibility for
overall security in the autonomous areas, international crossing points, and foreign
relations. It also lacks general control over land, water resources, and the movement
of people and goods within the WBGS.

When the PNA was created, the PLO transferred some of its personnel and structures
to it. Although the two are distinct entities, in practice there are troubles defining the
precise relationship between the PNA and the PLO. In addition to the PLO personnel,
the PNA absorbed most of the employees of the Israeli “Civil Administration” which
used to perform as the government in the Palestinian occupied territories.

The permanent status negotiations are supposed to deal with issues including: the
status of Jerusalem, Palestinian refugees, Israeli settlements in the West Bank and
Gaza, security arrangements, borders, water and international relations. The
negotiations started in 1999 but failed in Camp David 2000 leading to the collapse of
the peace process and the outbreak of the second Palestinian Intifada. During the
Intifada the Israeli forces re-occupied most of the areas of the West Bank and
performed regular military attacks against the Gaza Strip and systematically destroyed
the PNA’s infrastructure, especially in the West Bank (e.g. security basis, detention
centres, ministries, Palestinian broadcasting stations).

In January 1996, the first democratic elections in the Palestinian history took place in
which the president and an 88-member Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) were
elected5. Although the terms of both the PLC and the President were supposed to
conclude by the end of the interim period (officially in May 1999), the second
elections for the presidency took place only after president Yasser Arafat passed away
on 11 November 2004, while the second PLC elections took place in January 2006,
almost ten years after the first elections.

The laws applied in different parts of the West Bank and Gaza strip are a combination
of all the various laws imposed on the Palestinians at various periods when The
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Palestinian Territories fell under different occupations and administrations. The
successive occupations of the country have deeply affected Palestinian political and
legal structures in that the successive divisions of Palestine resulted in composite legal
systems in Gaza, West Bank and Jerusalem in which each area evolved separately.
The creation of the PNA and the subsequent creation of the PLC led, to great extent,
to the unification of the laws between the West Bank and Gaza, while Jerusalem
remained under Israeli law6.

There is no Palestinian constitution. However, a Basic Law was adopted in May 2002
to serve as an interim constitution until the Palestinian state is officially declared. The
basic law contains all the basic regulations, rights and freedoms of citizen. It serves as
a constitution with less restricted modes of amendments. It contains 112 different
articles divided into six chapters. The first chapter identifies the Palestinian citizens,
religion, citizenship, and type of government. The second chapter identifies the basic
rights and freedoms guaranteed by the state. The third chapter deals with the
legislative authority and its rights, duties and responsibilities. The fourth chapter deals
with the executive authority's rights, duties and responsibilities. The fifth chapter
deals with the judiciary’s rights, duties and responsibilities. The sixth chapter deals
with rules for emergency measures. The Basic Law can be amended by a two-thirds
vote in the Palestinian Legislative Council. In March 2003 the Basic Law was
amended to create the position of prime minister. Prior to this amendment, the
Palestinian political system was a presidential system, but after the amendment it
became kind of hybrid or mix between parliamentary and presidential systems, or a
semi- presidential system.

Another amendment to the Basic Law was introduced in August 2005, in which the
term of the president was limited to four years. The amendment also specified that the
president cannot be elected for more than two consecutive terms. Prior to the
amendment, the Basic Law stated that the term of the presidency applied all through
the “Transitional Period”.

The Palestinian political system is more a faction-based rather than multiparty system.
Factions of the PLO, especially Fateh movement, along with the Islamic Resistance
Movement “Hamas” and the Islamic Jihad, who both are not part of the PLO,
dominate the Palestinian political system. Fateh, which was founded by Yasir Arafat
in 1959 and became dominant in the PLO in 1969, formed the backbone of the PNA
in 1994. Its members also serve as the majority of the Palestinian security services.

In the January 2006 PLC elections, Fateh suffered a major defeat against Hamas, who
became the major political party in the new PLC. Hamas, who won 74 seats in the
PLC elections, is listed as a terrorist group by the European Union, Canada, and the
United States. The victory of Hamas has confused the international community and
led major donor countries to cut aid to the government under the leadership of Hamas.
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3.2 Conflict Context

For the past 57 years, Israelis and Palestinians have been in a continuous conflict over
rights to land and statehood. It is one of the world’s most enduring and explosive
confrontations. With immense international attention and involvement, the region has
struggled through wars, occupation, uprisings and constant instability. The history of
the Palestinian Israeli conflict goes back to the beginning of the 20th century. On 29
November 1947, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly passed Resolution 181,
endorsing a partition plan to divide the land of historic Palestine between the Jews and
Arabs. War ensued and resulted in the state of Israel being created on 77% of the total
area of historic Palestine. This was the beginning of conflicts and wars which are still
going until now. It is not within the scope of this survey to define the reasons of
conflict and its historical development, however, there are historical events that are
important to mention due to its influence on the current situation and some aspects of
corruption in the PNA.

From 1948 until 1967 the West Bank was under Jordanian rule while the Gaza strip
was under Egyptian control. These years still have influence in the legal and judiciary
systems in both regions. The PNA did not manage to unite the legal system in the
Palestinian Territories which still have a great influence on all aspects of life
including anti-corruption laws and regulations. Differences in civil service
regulations, school curricula and training of professionals are still obvious and cause
double standards between the two Palestinian entities.

3.2.1 The War

Following the 1967 war, the Israeli occupation issued different military orders to
control people’s lives and worked gradually on annexing the Palestinian economy to
the Israeli economy in a clear dependency relationship in which the Palestinians
provided cheap unskilled labour and constituted the main consumption market for
Israel. This unbalanced relationship and the mix between security and economic
benefit created local agents on both sides and paved the way to corruption under
occupation.

In 1974, the UN General Assembly recognized the Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO) as the representative of the Palestinian people by Res. 3210. The
PLO became the legitimate body to collect donations especially from Arab countries
which led to huge investments still uncovered until today. PLO officials used their
political position to start private businesses and create loyal support groups in a
mixture of public versus private benefit. As was mentioned above the PLO is the sole
representative of the Palestinian people in the international arena. For many years the
people inside the Occupied Territories followed orders from the PLO regarding the
political situation. The PLO has been an umbrella organization for various Palestinian
factions and resistance groups. It became independent when taken over by Fateh with
Arafat as chairman in 1969 and then acquired a more central role in mobilizing
Palestinians as well as international support. This is one main reason for the historical
acknowledgment and full support which Arafat gained as a leader, which led later to
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an inability to challenge his decisions and practices and led to the creation of a group
of "corrupted" aides and assistants. The PLO created a number of organizations to
provided education, health etc. to relieve the conditions of the Palestinian people and
formed a quasi-governmental structure performing tasks in the areas of internal
security, military operations, finances, information, foreign relations etc. The highest
executive body is the Executive Committee consisting of 18 members7 elected by the
PNC, which has full operational authority over all PLO-organizations and prepares
the budget, gaining a more independent identity under Arafat's guidance.

The PLO headquarters was Lebanon until the PLO's evacuation in the course of the
1982 war; it re-established its headquarters in Tunis where it stayed until it moved to
the Palestinian Territories (Gaza and Jericho). The Palestinian National Council
(PNC) is the Legislative body of the PLO, and ultimate decision-making authority of
the Palestinians. It formulates policies, issues guidelines to the executive Committee,
and nominates its members. In effect it is the Palestinian parliament-in-exile with
representatives of all sections of the Palestinian community such as resistance groups,
trade unions and professional organizations. The PNC declared Palestinian
independence on November 15th 1988. Current membership is 483, selected either by
appointment or election, depending on local conditions in the countries where
Palestinians live. 84 seats for representatives from the OPT were left vacant and were
later occupied by the elected PLC members.

The PLO Executive Committee directs the activities of the PLO in accordance with
the Covenant and the Basic Law; members have ministerial positions in the various
PLO departments responsible for foreign affairs, higher education, military, the OPT,
national relations (with Arab states), popular organizations, information and culture,
administration, social affairs, economics, planning, health and finance. The Palestine
Central Council (PCC) was established in 1973 as consultative body to the Executive
Committee and became a consultative and legislative body at the 20th PNC in 1991.
Membership is now elected from among members of the PNC (currently 95
members). It meets regularly every six months and plays the role of the PNC when the
PNC is not in session. 8

The first Intifada, began in December 9, 1987. Palestinians rebelled and began a
collective uprising against Israelis in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Demonstrations,
rock-throwing, strikes, a boycott of Israeli goods and general unrest lasted for six
years. The Israelis responded with harsher measures. Travel restrictions were
imposed, limitations were placed on the money that could be brought into the
Occupied Territories, schools and universities were closed, mass arrests took place
and Israeli soldiers shot anyone who was a suspect. This measure became a major
source of corruption and mismanagement of Palestinian public money. Because of
security measures and secrecy, local agents could claim any percentage of the money
they transferred illegally to the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT). Unknown
amounts of funds disappeared in this way. This is an issue which cannot be proved at
the moment because it is under-researched and because many of the people who were
involved are still in power and/or such information could harm them.
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The signing of a peace agreement between the Palestinians and the Israelis in 1993
was considered a break-though towards a peaceful solution of the conflict. The main
outcome of the Oslo agreements was the establishment of the PNA in the West Bank
and Gaza. However, the few years of the Palestinians’ attempt to build a state which
was supposed to be declared in 1999 was not successful. The continuing Israeli
oppression and control on all aspects of livelihood in addition to restrictions of
movement and borders caused the breakout of a new round of violence and resistance
(called the second Intifada).

3.2.2 Cost of Conflict

Over 750,000 Palestinians were displaced and dispossessed of their homes and land in
1948, creating what has become the largest refugee population in the world – a further
400,000 Palestinians were displaced in 19679. Palestinian facilities and private
properties such as schools, hospitals, houses and lands confiscated by the Israeli
government as “state property” since 1948 have been allocated for Jewish use only.
Today there are approximately 5 million Palestinian refugees throughout the world.
There are about 3.5 million Palestinian refugees registered with the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA). 33% live in 59 UNRWA refugee camps and
67% are scattered throughout various countries. There are approximately 1.5 million
non-registered refugees scattered throughout the Arab world10.

Since the beginning of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories in 1967, over
650,000 Palestinians have been detained by Israel. This forms approximately 20% of
the total Palestinian population in the OPT. As the majority of those detained are
male, the number of Palestinians detained forms approximately 40% of the total male
Palestinian population in the OPT11. As of the beginning of June 2004, over 7000
Palestinians from the OPT were being held as political prisoners by the Israeli army or
police. Thousands of other Palestinians have been detained and released since the
beginning of the current Intifada12.

There are no accurate numbers of casualties and people killed during the conflict,
however, since the break of a second “Intifada” in September 2000, the Palestinian
Ministry of Health estimates that 3856 people were killed, 1,799 in the West Bank
and 2,057 in the Gaza Strip, 2,980 of them under the age of 18 years. In addition to
that, 43,771 people were injured, 26,075 of them being under the age of 18 years, and
6,188 of them suffering permanent disability, of which 2,660 were children13.

In addition to the usual causalities of the conflict, the Israeli occupation practises
other types of oppression such as building the separation wall. The first sections of the
wall were built in the northern West Bank city of Jenin in on the 16th June 2002. For
the most part, the barrier, which could eventually extend over 750km, consists of a
series of 25 foot high concrete walls, trenches, barbed wire and electrified fencing
with numerous watch towers, electronic sensors, thermal imaging and video cameras,
unmanned aerial vehicles, sniper towers, and roads for patrol vehicles. The path that
the wall is taking through the West Bank is resulting in massive land confiscation, and
destruction of cultivated lands. So far the completed section has appropriated 107
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square kilometres of Palestinian land constituting 1.9% of the West Bank. If the entire
wall is completed it is projected that more than 43% of the West Bank will be taken
by Israel and will be located outside the wall which will serve to enclose the
remaining 57% in ghettos. So far the fence construction has already uprooted an
estimated 102,320 Palestinian olive and citrus trees, demolished 75 acres of
greenhouses and 23 miles of irrigation pipes. It now rests on 15,000 dunums14 of
confiscated land, and its projection guarantees the confiscation of a further 120-
150,000 dunums15.

In addition to the separation wall, the Palestinians are suffering because of Israeli
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The exact number of settlements and
their inhabitants is difficult to pin point. According to Peace Now, an Israeli peace
organization, there are 145 official settlements in the West Bank (Israeli municipal
entities recognized and registered by the Israeli Ministry of Interior) (Peace Now,
September 2003). The Land Research Center16 claims that the real number is as high
as 198 settlements (as of September 2003). These settler communities have created
some 130 “outposts” throughout the West Bank17. Approximately 390,000 settlers live
in settlements in the West Bank; more than half of the settlers, between 220,000 and
250,000, live in East Jerusalem. Some 2.34 million dunums or 42% of the West Bank
(excl. Jerusalem, no-man’s land, and the Dead Sea) are currently under the
jurisdiction of settlements. 96, 000 dunums of these are within built-up areas while the
remainder serve as future land reserves for settlement extension18. In the seven years
between 1992 and 1999, the area occupied by settlements in the West Bank doubled
from 77 km19 (which represented 1.3% of the West Bank) to 150 km20 (which
represents 2.6% of the West Bank)21. An extensive road network has been constructed
for settlers to facilitate their easy access to and from Israel and between settlements.
The roads circumvent and cut-through Palestinian towns and villages and are thus
called “by-pass” roads by the Israelis. During the second Intifada years, Palestinians
have generally been prevented from using these roads, for Israeli “security” reasons22.

Since 1967, thousands of Palestinian homes have been demolished. Families are often
given only 15 minutes to gather their possessions and leave. A squad of workers may
throw the furniture into the street; or the furniture may be still in the house when the
family sees the bulldozers move in. Early in the occupation whole villages were
cleared of Palestinians. In later years demolition of homes has been on an individual
basis, either on 'security' grounds, as punishment, or for 'planning' reasons (i.e. for
building without a permit in contradiction of a plan). These are not entirely separate
since 'planning' demolitions are in order to leave land for settlement, which has itself
been justified on grounds of 'security'. Since 1987 substantial numbers have been
demolished each year; the total since 1987 is about 2,400. These figures are likely to
be underestimates. The rate of demolition has not decreased since 1995 (Oslo II) even
though the population under direct Israeli control dropped from around one million to
only 40,000 at that time23. The Israeli group Rebuilding Alliance estimates that 11,700
houses were demolished since 1967, 5,700 of them in the period 2001 until 200524.

In general, it has been estimated by The Palestinian Economic Council for the
Development and Reconstruction (PECDAR) that the Palestinian economy has
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suffered a total loss of US$ 19.9 billion, due to the Israeli policy of closures and
incursions from September 2000 until September 200425.

Until the establishment of the PNA, the Israeli occupation (through what was called
the Israeli civil administration) was responsible for the basic needs of Palestinians in
the Occupied Territories. Health, education and social welfare were kept up to the
minimum survival needs. Infrastructure was largely neglected. Road were not built
and people had no access to a sewage system, safe water supply or electricity. Civil
administration-run schools provided elementary and secondary education, but the
schools were overcrowded, almost no new schools were built to cater for population
growth, the curriculum was outdated, and teachers were poorly paid and without any
in-service training. The hospitals were under-equipped and understaffed. Social
welfare was distributed for limited numbers of families. According to the DOP all
these responsibilities were transferred to the PNA which inherited a destroyed
structure and had to remove the effect of 20 years of the occupation before starting the
reconstruction process.

It is worth mentioning here that all the efforts of improving living conditions, building
roads, building water treatment plants, electricity plants and garbage dumpsites,
constructing schools, hospitals and clinics, even traffic lights which were all donated
by the international community from 1993-2000, were destroyed systematically
across the West Bank and Gaza strip by the Israeli occupation during the second
Intifada.

3.2.3 Corruption and Conflict

During the Arab Israeli conflict some forms of corruption could be identified. The
first form is in the OPT involving some corrupted Israeli officers and agents.
Corruption during occupation was the direct result of certain security procedures such
as taxes, investment-related permits, land use planning, and infrastructure
installations. Agents for military governors (Israeli officers, employees in the civil
administration and security officers) provided basic services for money. All aspects of
Palestinians’ lives needed some kind of permission which created a Palestinian cohort
of collaborators who made use of the corrupted atmosphere. A study conducted by
Aman Coalition for Integrity proved that employment by the Israeli civil
administration was based on cronyism, favouritism and nepotism which are all
different forms of corruption. Such practices paved the way for the wide practice of
these forms of corruption during the PNA rule26. Some Israeli officers were brought to
trial27 inside Israel for making use of their public service to buy land, giving permits
and confiscating absentees’ properties. Other corruption cases included appointing
Palestinians in certain positions especially in health, education and social services
which created collaborators but also corrupted parts of the Palestinian society.

Another form of corruption during the conflict was within the PLO. The PLO was
established in Diaspora. Security requirements used to cover revolutionary sources of
funding were used as an excuse for secrecy, lack of accountability and transparency28.
Some forms of corruption could be identified, such as PLO officials using their
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position for private business, using PLO resources and equipments for personal use,
getting more than one salary, although all funds came from the same source (the
Palestinian national fund). There are many internet sources and media stories about
alleged corruption in the PLO. However, these are mainly Israeli sources, popular (un-
scientific) sources or opposition sources which may not be objective. No balanced
research has been conducted yet29.

3.2.4 Consequences of Conflict

The conflict has led to contradictory results. On one hand it led to a peace agreement
in 1993 that was supposed to end the conflict or at least to put in place a mechanism
in which parties can negotiate a final peace agreement. This interim peace agreement
has triggered the international community to pour in a lot of money and to invest
intensively in the newly established Palestinian Authority. On the other hand, the
continuous confrontations and the ongoing Israeli occupation and invasions have
destroyed what the international community and the Palestinians have tried to build.

Currently Palestinian society is very fragmented over the reform issue. On one hand
the return of many PLO officials and Palestinians from exile was coupled with many
different experiences on the administrative and political level. Some officials lived in
Tunis or Amman or Cyprus and all were supported by the PLO fund. These different
experiences had to merge with the experience of Palestinians inside the Occupied
Territories. Another type of fragmentation stemmed from the fact that some
Palestinians supported the Oslo process and were willing to get engaged in the PNA
structures, participate in elections and get employed (these were mainly from Fateh,
people's party and Fida30 political factions). Others who were against Oslo refused to
participate in elections in 1996 and avoided participating in the political system
(mainly leftist groups within the PLO). They were more critical of the performance of
the PNA and more outspoken against the corruption, favoritism and nepotism which
marks the construction of the PNA (mainly from Fateh supporters and allies). A third
type of fragmentation stemmed from the fact that some political groups especially the
Islamic political factions such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad were not part of the PLO.
They gained many supporters (40-50%) of the Palestinians, but had no representation
in the PLO which is based of factional quota. All attempts of these groups to be part
of the PLO have failed. Such groups were very critical of the structure of PLO and the
practices of the PNA. Allegations of corruption and mismanagement were used as an
opposition strategy. The opposition groups decided in 2006 to change their strategy
and to participate in elections under the slogan of fighting corruption and reform.

The fourth type of fragmentation was due to the continuous closure and restriction of
movement which the Israeli occupation still imposes on Palestinians. The Gaza Strip
and the West Bank are two separate entities, with different historical, legal and
administrative development. Currently different governorates in the West Bank are
isolated and disintegrated which is badly affecting the national identity of the
Palestinian people and making it more difficult to have a unified agenda to combat
corruption. This isolation has also facilitated the emergence of small militias and
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militant groups which control certain cities or towns and impose practices that lack
accountability and create a fertile soil for corruption.

The reform process has also become self destructive since the parliamentary elections
in January 2006. The elections were supposed to foster the reform process and create
a viable political system. However, the way the international community has handled
the results of these elections threatens to cause total collapse, not only to the reform
agenda, but also to the PNA itself.

Due to the different fragmentation reasons it is hard to say that the PNA had a clear
vision of what type of re-construction was needed. Until 2006, almost 40% of
Palestinians did not have representatives in the PLC. Up until now the PLO has not
reconstructed to accommodate the changes in the Palestinian political spectrum, and
the occupation still imposes measures that undermine any consensus building and the
development process.

3.2.5 The Donors and Funding

Donor funding to the Palestinians started long before the Oslo agreements. Funding to
the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip aimed at improving their living
conditions and paving the road for a peaceful solution. It was however disbursed
through Palestinian NGOs and local committees, not through an official body or the
state structure. Nakhleh (2004) estimates that from 1977 to 1992 Palestinian Arab and
Islamic sources of funds spent approximately 564 million US$. From 1975 to 1987
the US government spent nearly 77 million US$ in aid for the Palestinians. This aid
was disbursed through five American NGOs based the West Bank and Gaza. The
European Union funding started as early as 1971. At the beginning it was only
disbursed by the UNRWA. In 1981 EU finding extended to include Palestinian
NGOs. After the first gulf war in 1991 the European aid to the Palestinians increased
dramatically (especially funding higher education universities and colleges). The early
funding created a dependency of the Palestinians on foreign aid, and at the same time
eased the Israeli occupation from its responsibility towards the occupied areas.

Donor funding to the PNA started immediately after signing Oslo Accords. In October
1993 an international conference with the participation of 42 countries was held In
Washington DC. Since then donors’ meetings have become landmarks for the
Palestinian economy and development plans. According to the Palestine Human
Development Report (2004) the overall commitment of donors to the Palestinian
people from 1994 until 2003 was $6,708 million. However, the actual disbursement of
funds is $6,552.5 million. It was always the case that commitments exceed
disbursements. Donors’ funds were always political which means that they increased
or decreased according to the political situation and the progress in the peace process.
In the period 1994-1997 donors disbursed $2029.3 million. This amount decreased to
$1,465.9 million in the period 1998-2000 following allegations of corruption in the
PNA. The amount increased again after the outbreak of the second Intifada and the
urgent need for relief for the Palestinian people. From 2001-2003, $3,057.4 million
were disbursed.
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Donors have certain preferences concerning purchasing equipment and employment
of experts. USAID funding requires purchasing US-made equipment, while different
EU countries have this as a requirement for their projects as well. UNDP funds are
restricted according to the source fund. It is estimated that 28% of the total donors'
funds go to technical support and foreign experts.31

Donors’ funding focuses on main areas, namely infrastructure, production sectors,
social sectors, capacity and capacity-building for newly established organizations.
Priorities to the different sectors changed over the years. Soon after the establishment
of the PNA in 1993, donors focused on infrastructure, social sectors and institutional
building. After the second Intifada, sectors that were more successful than others in
attracting external support were social services (especially health and education) as
well as infrastructure. According to the reports prepared by the ministry of planning
covering the period 1994-2005, 40.8% of donors’ funding went to social sectors
followed by institutional building (21%), then infrastructure (20%), and production
sectors (10%)32.

Donor emphasis on infrastructure (primarily roads, telecommunications, water and
electrical distribution) was largely a response to the tremendous needs of a sector that
had been thoroughly neglected during the Israeli occupation, though it also stemmed
from the significant economic benefits that corporations based in the donor countries
stood to gain from large investments in infrastructure-related projects. Meanwhile, the
relatively well-developed institutional capacity of the PNA's health and education
ministries created additional incentives for donors to focus on those sectors. Indeed,
Brynen (2000) underscores one of the unanticipated, negative consequences of
assistance, which was that at times it seemed to compound existing imbalances in
institutional strength within the Palestinian bureaucracy. As he notes, "in many
sectors, a vicious circle of sorts developed, where the most efficient ministries secured
outside aid, while those most in need of assistance were least able to get it" (p. 203).
Also well-funded were "trendy" themes among donors, such as democracy, human
rights and gender issues. By contrast, there was little direct support for the productive
sectors of the economy, from agriculture to industrial development. Donors were
particularly slow to recognize the importance of private-sector strengthening. Reasons
for that ranged from avoiding the creation of new facts on the ground that would
affect final negotiation issues (such as water and borders), to maintaining the
Palestinians’ dependency on foreign funding and keeping the organic annexation to
the Israeli market.

Despite the political and economic difficulties, donor funding has increased
dramatically compared with 1990. Commitments rose by 77% and disbursement by
93% in 2001 (ILO, 2003) However, some Palestinian sources claim that the funding
for development and reconstruction projects has fallen from $450 million per year,
prior to the Israeli closure policy after the second Intifada, to reach its lowest level in
2004, not exceeding $75 millions spent through different organizations and
institutions. Most of these funds were spent on relief assistance rather than
development projects33. In this case, claims of corruption were the main reason for the
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decline. At the same time, donor funding was clearly used as a political tool to force
an unwanted political agenda on the Palestinians.

3.2.6 Reconstructing the State

On the eve of the Oslo agreement, Palestinians did not have enough or capable
institutions to deal with state affairs. The public administration consisted of two main
groups: the inherited civil administration system which was established by the Israeli
occupation to deal with the Palestinians daily issues and the old structure of the
PLO.34 Both structures were not ready to deal with the reconstruction process or the
huge funding made available. With minimum resources, the civil administration
structure was running the education, health and social welfare of the Palestinians. The
PLO system was made up of freedom fighters who had almost no experience in
running a transparent, accountable public administration. The merger of the two
bodies in addition to the fact that the majority of employees were Fateh members and
allies35 formed what was called the PNA.

There was a need to build up a ministerial structure for all aspects of government
(except education, health and social welfare which were inherited from the Israeli
civil administration). New ministries of public works, local government, economy and
supply, planning and foreign affairs, interior, agriculture, environment and later on
women's affairs were established. Elections in 1996 established the first elected
parliament in the Palestinian Territories. The judiciary system which existed during
the occupation was very weak, under-staffed and dealt only with civil issues such as
marriage, divorce, custody of children and minor disputes. The Palestinians in general
tried to avoid the system and used to solve their problems according to a parallel
judiciary system (tribal and factional). In other words, there was a need for
reconstruction in all state organizations and structures.

From 1993-1997 the PNA was overwhelmed with funding, international attention and
high hopes for building a sustainable peace process. It was the same period in which
most of the state institutions were established. The PNA organizations were very
weak and could not manage the amounts of funds they received. Different ministries
were fundraising separately, there was no unified treasury system or clear
development plans. In 1994, the Palestinian Economic Council for Development and
Reconstruction (PECDAR) was established by the PLO to serve as its main
interlocutor with the donor community. Subsequently, however, the Ministry of
Planning and International Cooperation (MOPIC) came to play that role, while
PECDAR's responsibilities were progressively limited to the implementation of
donor-funded projects in the reconstruction of roads, schools and public buildings.

The state institutions needed technical and financial support. Most of the technical
support was outsourced to foreign experts and expatriates who came with different
(sometimes conflicting) visions. The technical and physical reconstruction of the state
was not homogenous or sustainable. It was seasonal and depended to a large extent on
foreign funding instead of building local capacities. Allegations of corruption and
mismanagement started to increase. Focus was on financial reform and auditing while
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other aspects such as legal and judiciary reform, access to information and building
viable accountability systems were given less attention.

It was not until 2003 that the Ministry of Finance (MOF) demanded that all donations
to the PNA should come through a single treasury. Funds are still coordinated through
the Ministry of Planning (MOP). The Directorate General of Aid Management and
Coordination (AMC) of the Palestinian Ministry of Planning (MOP) have
implemented a donor assistance and projects tracking database. The Project
Information Monitoring System PIMS (part of the Aid Coordination Project) enables
MOP to fulfil its mandate of tracking donor support to the PNA and people. It also
provides Palestinian ministries and institutions as well as the donor community a
detailed view of donor aid and development projects36. It is expected that when fully
operational, the database will be used as monitoring of disbursement and
implementation of projects in the hands of the PNA. During writing this research
paper the database has become fully operational with access for the general public to
the amount of assistance per country and per sector since 1993 until now. Further
breakdowns need special authorization from the MOP.

In the meantime the Palestinian civil service was growing rapidly. The PNA became
the major employer in the Palestinian Territories. PLC elections were not conducted
for political reasons and judiciary systems continued to be weak and unable to
perform effectively. Towards the end of 2005, the PNA is in a situation that is totally
dependant on donors’ funds for different reasons, including the cost of the second
Intifada and the Israeli withholding of Palestinian tax money collected on the behalf
of the PNA.  The PNA also has a huge inactive civil service system, ever-rising
demands due to the continuous aggression of the Israeli occupation, lack of security
due to lost control over small militant groups and inefficiency of security apparatus
systems. According to Dr. Salam Fayyad, ex-minister of finance the PNA has 135,000
employees in the public sector, in addition to 4,500 new employees every year either
due to natural changes (school teachers and health sector) or in an attempt to
incorporate some unemployed young graduates to minimize economic pressure. The
PNA could not absorb all this especially in the light of the fact that the Donors
London conference early December 2005 agreed to assist the PNA with a maximum
of $300 million in 2006 (less than half of what the PNA needs to run annually). This
situation pushed Fayyad to call for “an independent financial decision-making as the
basis for the Palestinian political independence, a transparent financial policy, a
reduction in dependence on external funds37.

Standing at about 12 percent of Palestinian GNP, donor assistance to the West Bank
and Gaza, has pushed the upper margins of what is generally considered the
‘absorptive capacity' of aid-recipient economies (Brynen, 2000:117). In fact, Brynen
notes, "annual Palestinian per capita aid receipts were the highest in the world in
1996, representing more than twice per capita official development assistance (ODA)
to post-genocide Rwanda, and around ten times average per capita ODA for the least
developed countries" (p. 78). Donor generosity towards Palestine has even elicited
complaints by some aid officials, who have felt that the OPT have received a
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disproportionate share of declining ODA resources, despite social conditions and
income levels that place them in the top one-third of developing countries.

In 2006, the PNA has an established but weak civil service which suffers from a large
payroll, a security service which is fragmented and divided into different systems, a
newly elected PLC which is not accepted by the international community and a weak
judiciary system.
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4. Corruption Profile
The perception of corruption within the PNA is widespread. The majority of
Palestinians in the WBGS believe that corruption exists in the PNA38 An opinion poll
regularly conducted by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research, an
independent body, shows the percentage of Palestinians who believe there is
significant corruption in Palestinian Authority institutions jumped from about 50 per
cent in 1996 to more than 85 per cent in 200539.  According to Transparency
International Corruption Perception Index 2005, Palestine ranks 107 out of 159
countries. Studies by international institutions like the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund have pointed out that integrity; impartiality and
transparency in some areas of the performance of the Authority are absent40.

Although the perception of corruption involves all levels of the PNA, local and
international studies and reports show that corruption is more concentrated in a
limited sector of the PNA, mainly in the top level positions (big corruption) and in
certain public institutions like the Petroleum Commission and the Tobacco
Commission41 These cases and others will be discussed in detail below.

According to local reports by the PLC, the Palestinian Independent Commission for
Citizens’ Rights (PICCR), Transparency Palestine (Aman Coalition for Integrity and
Accountability), the main features of corruption in the PNA are42:

• Abuse of public position for financial gains in the area of monopolies in
infrastructure services

• Acquirement of tenders by non-legitimate means for companies that have
connections with the persons in public positions

• Appointment of individuals on the basis of nepotism43

• Facilitation of permits and tax cuts for unqualified individuals based on personal
relations

• Abuse of public properties for political party or personal use

There are different reasons for the existence of corruption within the PNA. As a
country under transition, with newly established legal and governmental structures,
the PNA is vulnerable for corruption. The creation of the PNA in 1994 generated
thousands of posts and opportunities in the newly established ministries, public
institutions, and security apparatuses. In parallel to the opening of these posts there
was no sufficient legal framework to regulate the process of appointments in the
public sector44. This lack of a legal framework opened the window for widespread
corruption in appointments to the public sector.

The Israeli occupation has had negative impact on the reform process and governance
within the PNA in general. On the administrative level, the Israeli travel restrictions
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have compelled Palestinian public institutions to build redundancy into their structure
and hire additional staff to maintain parallel departments in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. On an economic level, border closures and restricted access to domestic and
external markets have made PNA revenue unstable and unpredictable, thus
encouraging monopolistic and other market-distorting practices. Israeli restrictions on
the issue of permits allowing Palestinians to enter Israel or to travel between the West
Bank and Gaza Strip have further impeded the normal conduct of Palestinian affairs,
leading the two areas to develop bifurcated economies, complicating the efforts of
Palestinian public institutions working to provide a unified legal and regulatory
framework for both45.

In general, the main causes of corruption in the PNA, according to local and
international reports, could be summarised in the following46:

• Lack of the political will to fight corruption.

• Lack of separation between the three authorities and the absence of the rule of
law and the non-existence of an independent, effective and impartial judiciary
system.

• The weakness and limitation of the official and General Control Commission and
the inefficacy of the accountability systems.

• The weakness of the role of the Palestinian Legislative Council in monitoring the
executive authority47

• Lack of accountability for public officials and the under regulation of the right to
access to information.

• Low salaries of government employees, especially the security forces.

• Weak role of the Palestinian civil society in combating corruption.

• Lack of independent free media than can monitor and report on corruption cases.

The continued relationship between the PLO and the PNA has had some negative
effects on the construction of effective and viable public institutions in the WBGS and
on the promotion of good governance. One problem is the seeming overlap between
certain PLO and PNA institutions, which is reflected in disputes over political and
functional jurisdiction. One of the clearest examples is the PLO’s Executive
Committee and its parliament-in-exile, the Palestine National Council (PNC), on the
one hand, and the PNA’s cabinet and the Legislative Council on the other. Inherited
PLO norms and practices allow arbitrary decision-making, subordinate formal
structures to informal ones, and erode due administrative and legal process48.

Corruption has weakened the Palestinian economy. In a press conference on 6
February 2006, the Palestinian Attorney General announced that the cases of
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corruption that he is investigating, cost the Palestinian economy over 700 million
dollars49.

Corruption flourished during the era of President Arafat (1994-2004) which can be
mainly characterized by the lack of political will to combat corruption. That can be
clearly manifested in the fact that during the era of President Arafat no senior official
was prosecuted for corruption. On the contrary, some of those who were accused of
corruption by the PLC were nominated as ministers in subsequent cabinets50. After the
election of President Mohamoud Abbas in January 2005 and for the first time since
the establishment of the PNA, some senior officials were referred to the Attorney
General for investigation on corruption accusations. In general, Abbas has lifted
protection on corrupt officials and allowed their prosecution. However, he has not
undertaken aggressive measures to combat corruption.

Some of the major corrupting cases that were investigated by the PLC and the
attorney general are51:

The cement case

The Egyptian newspapers52 published allegations about Palestinian companies53 for
buying Egyptian cement and selling it to the Israeli market. This cement was used for
building the separation wall. These allegations involved important politicians such as
the Prime Minister Ahmad Quraie Abu Alla and the ex-minister Jamil Tarifi. The case
has many lessons to be learnt, including the danger of using corruption allegations as
a political tool and the effect of lack of experience, especially in the PLC, when
dealing with major corruption issues involving influential personalities.

Electricity Company in Gaza

The PNA got shares in the electricity company in Gaza in return for a guarantee of
monopoly and special prices for electricity for governmental organizations. The
conditions of selling the electricity were for the benefit of the company while the
money for buying the shares was paid from public funds. A PLC investigation
committee was formed and discovered that the company had appointed the sons of
some governmental officials in high positions. A question was raised on the ability of
the government to monitor the company while they have shares in it and where there
are personal involvements. The PLC comments on the agreement and results of the
investigation of the case were taken seriously by the Ministry of Finance. The
Ministry of Finance stopped the deal during the period of Salam Fayyad, and some of
the close sources to Fayyad stated that this issue is one among others that led Fayyad
to resign.

The Union of Buses Company

On 29 August 2004 the economic committee of the PLC concluded an investigation
regarding a package for buying DAF buses by the general union of bus owners with
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partial Dutch funding and a suspicion of bribery for the Palestinian Ambassador in
Holland. The PLC found out that certain Palestinian officials who were supervising
the deal, made use of their public position to benefit from the package. The file was
referred to the attorney general for further investigation.

"LAW"

LAW was one of the leading human rights organizations in the Palestinian Territories
after 1993. The NGO had huge funds from European countries especially Norway and
Holland. A normal audit request of the Norwegian donors lead to one of the largest
and most controversial corruption cases in the Palestine. The main issue was double
funding of certain of projects and mis-management of funds for political reasons. The
case is still under investigation and involves different stakeholder including donors,
PNA and other Palestinian NGOs.

The Palestine International Bank

The bank administration was misusing the bank’s fund and making bad investment
decisions. However, the way the PNA dealt with the case was problematic. The
chairman of the Palestinian monetary fund and a deputy minister of the Ministry of
Finance were appointed on a committee that runs the bank which is against the law.

Middle East Pipe Company

Huge amounts of public funds were used to establish a company called Middle East
Pipe Company which did not exist on the ground. The company was established in
cooperation with an Italian company (EHT)54.

Corruption also destroyed the credibility of the government in the eyes of its own
public and in international circles55. Many analysts believe that the main reason for the
Hamas victory in the parliamentary elections is the perception of corruption and the
absence of accountability within the PNA under the leadership of Fateh56.
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5. Anti-corruption Activities
Many attempts were madet by different institutions within the PNA through various
means to address the corruption phenomenon and to reinforce impartiality,
transparency and accountability in PNA institutions. For example the Ministry of
Finance had different measures to improve financial management and auditing. The
PLC investigated many corruption cases and submitted them to the attorney general.
Different changes and reform measures took place in the judiciary system. The central
elections committee was very effective in adapting transparency and accountability
measures. Details of these initiatives and others will be listed when discussing the
national integrity system below. However, all these attempts were done in an
intermittent way and also not as part of a systematic and comprehensive strategy.

In the Palestinian case corruption and integrity in the reconstruction process is not an
internal issue only. It is placed high on the international, Israeli occupation and
Palestinian Opposition agendas. The first cry for reform however came from the
Palestinians themselves.

In 1998-2000 Palestinian internal demands for reform were getting stronger.
However, lack of accountability during Arafat time was a continuation of a long
tradition within the PLO as explained elsewhere. The authority of the elected
president of the PNA could not be challenged. A group of supporters and close aides
especially in the security forces were above questioning. The president’s office57 was
able to disburse funds for different aspects of Palestinian lives including paying for
health, education, travel expensed for aides and small militant groups all over the
West Bank and Gaza who were not officially on the payroll of the PNA. It was very
difficult to bring any of these cases to investigation. At that stage many corruption
cases were investigated but could not be solved because the involved parties were
close to security forces or the president’s aides (for example, the case of the
commission of petrol, involving security officers. The case could not be solved until
2003. Although the commissioner has not been brought to trial yet, he was removed
from office, and revenues of the commission now go directly to the MOF). In general,
President Arafat provided protection to corrupt officials as long as they give him
allegiance58.

The period 2001-2002 witnessed the eruption of the second Intifada, failure on the
peace negotiation track, increased accusations of corruption in the PNA and lack of
faith in its ability to cope with emergency funding. It is a stage where third parties
became more active. The PNA had little access to direct external funds and fighting
corruption was high on the political agenda. On 24 June 2002, the U.S. President
George W. Bush issued a statement on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; Palestinian
reform has emerged as a key ingredient in Middle East diplomacy. In his statement,
the president publicly identified “a new and different Palestinian leadership” and
“entirely new political and economic institutions” as preconditions for the
establishment of a Palestinian state. In early July 2002, the Quartet of Middle East
mediators (the European Union, Russian Federation, United Nations, and United
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States) established an International Task Force for Palestinian Reform “to develop and
implement a comprehensive reform action plan” for the PNA. The September 2002
statement by the Quartet underscored reform of Palestinian political, civil, and
security institutions as an integral component of peacemaking. The three phase-
implementation roadmap, a U.S. draft of which was presented to Israel and the
Palestinians by U.S. Assistant Secretary of State William Burns in October, provided
details on this reform component. (ICG, 2002)

At the same time, Chairman Yasser Arafat approved a series of measures contained in
the “100 Days Plan” formulated by the PNA’s Ministerial Reform Committee and
formally adopted on 23 June 2002.

From 2003-until now and after the death of Chairman Arafat, and with the election
of Abu Mazen as the new president, it was possible to achieve certain degree of
success in opening corruption files and bringing some high ranking PNA civil
servants and officials for trial. Abu Mazen was elected with a motto of "reform". On 2
February 2006, Attorney General Ahmad Moghani announced that his office is
investigating 27 cases of corruption. He estimated the amount of money involved to
be around 700 million US$. 25 people accused of corruption were arrested. 10 others
are wanted. Some of them have already fled the country59 on 27 July the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs referred one of its high officials to the Attorney General. He was
accused of misuse of his public position. The accusations involved 30 thousand New
Israeli Shekels (approximately 6,000 US$)60. None of those accused of corruption has
been brought to court or sentenced yet. On the contrary, one of the accused in a
famous corruption case (The Petroleum Commission) was released from prison on 15
August 2006, giving a sign that investigating corruption cases does not necessarily
guarantee solving the problem.

In this phase the PLC managed to conclude some successful investigations which
were referred to the Attorney General. It was possible to pass important laws to fight
corruption. One of these laws is the law on the duties and obligations of PLC
members, which was ratified on 20 September 2004. This law details some integrity
and transparency measures for the members including a special clearance for the
members and their families, and restrictions of the use of public funds. On January
2005 a special law on public procurements was ratified. The law specified for the first
time the general requirements for bidding and publishing in the newspapers.

Another law on illicit enrichment was ratified by the president on 8 January 2005.
According to this law a special commission will be established to monitor and register
income of officials in high ranking positions including ministers, PLC members and
their families. Although the law was ratified, the commission has not been established
yet. Civil society activists including Aman are monitoring this issue and demanding
that the commission should be established before the PLC elections in January 2006
which was not achieved.

There are some good initiatives and examples for building up an integrity system in
Palestine. These can be divided into governmental initiatives (which started to be
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more important and effective after 2003), and other non governmental initiatives.
Some of the governmental initiatives included a presidential decree issued in March
2005 on the conditions of appointment for the public sector. In April 2005, the
Minister of Finance referred a high official of the Ministry for investigation to the
Attorney General61, a procedure which was then used by other ministers such as the
Minister of Social Affairs and Labour and the Minister of Prisoners’ Affairs. In
August 2005, the Ministry of Education published, for the first time, the conditions
and procedures for scholarships to local universities. Some civil society initiatives
included sending a letter on 15 March 2005 to President Mahmoud Abbas calling for
his commitment to combating corruption and the activation of procedures for
following up corruption cases. In March 2005 Aman held a national conference on
nepotism and favouritism in addition to producing many publications and information
on building up a national integrity system.

5.1 Government

Pursuant to internal and international pressure, the PNA started to undertake
significant steps towards reform starting in May 2002.62 The steps started by the
signing of the Basic Law and the Judiciary Law by the President in 29 May 2002.
Shortly after that a new Cabinet was formed on 13 June 2002 and started to hold
meetings separately from the wider “Palestinian leadership” meetings63. The new
Cabinet established a reform committee and subsequently approved the “100-day plan
for reform” on 23 June 200264. A new Finance Minister was appointed, Dr. Salam
Fayyad, who undertook major reform measures, leading to substantial progress in
placing expenditure and revenue under a single treasury account controlled by the
Ministry of Finance65.

In March 2003 the Basic Law was amended allowing the creation of the position of
Prime Minister, and Mahmoud Abbas was appointed as the first prime minister.
Abbas led some further progress on the reform agenda.

However, the process of reform under Abbas became highly politicized and was
perceived, or even portrayed, as an attempt to weaken and replace the elected
President Yasser Arafat66. The incitement against the Prime Minister caused him,
among other things, to submit his resignation in September 200367. With the
appointment of Ahmad Quraie as the new Prime Minister the pace of the reform
slowed down significantly68.

Since the establishment of the post of prime minister, there has been a significant
increase in financial transparency of the finances of the PNA. In the Status Report of
February 2005, the World Bank noted that there have been major improvements in the
public financial management system since mid-2002, including:

• The establishment of a Central Treasury Account;

• Payment of security service salaries through bank deposits rather than cash;
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• The establishment of the Palestine Investment Fund to manage PNA financial
assets in a transparent way.69

On 27 October 2002 President Arafat appointed 9 members to head the Central
Elections Commission (CEC). The new Commission was perceived as an independent
and professional institution by Palestinians and internationals alike70. The appointment
of the CEC generated debate over the elections law which eventually accumulated in
the adoption of a new elections law which introduced significant changes to the 1995
Elections Law71.

In the years 2004 through to 2006, local, presidential and parliamentary elections
were organized in an important step on the reform agenda that increased
accountability and enhanced the fight against corruption72. Unlike the 1996 elections,
the opposition participated in the 2006 PLC elections and in the local elections.

On 8 January 2005 the interim president, Rawhi Fattouh, signed the Law on Illicit
Enrichment73. The Law organizes the disclosure of assets for the top officials,
including the president, the prime minister, ministers, PLC members, judges, attorney
generals, high level employees, and any other officials that the Council of Ministers
decides to subject them to the provisions of the law (article 2). The Law establishes a
special commission called the Commission on Illicit Enrichment, responsible for
receiving and keeping assets disclosures reports, verifying assets of those who are
subject to the Law, and investigating complaints on Illicit Enrichment (article 6).

On 27 December 2004, the interim president, Rawhi Fattouh, signed the Law that
deals with the functioning of the Administrative and Financial Monitoring Office
(previously known as the General Monitoring Commission). The Law makes the
above mentioned office an independent and effective body that is accountable to the
PLC and empowered to publish its reports. The appointment of the head of this Office
has to be subject to the approval of the PLC, which has not been done so far.
After the Presidential elections in 2005, progress has been made on the reform
agenda. An amendment to the Judiciary law was introduced to reflect the comments
of civil society institutions. An amendment was introduced to the Basic Law limiting
the term of the president to 4 years. President Abbas made new appointments in key
positions including (chief justice, attorney general, head of Administrative and
Financial Monitoring Office, security forces). In his platform while running for
presidency, President Abbas vowed to crack down on corruption. Also the new
government under the leadership of Hamas announced that it will fight corruption.
However, no detailed plans have been introduced to this end yet, neither by the
President nor by the Government.

For the first time since the establishment of the PNA, some officials were accused of
corruption and prosecuted on these grounds. In February 2006 the Attorney General
announced that he is investigating 70 cases of corruption, and that he had instructed
police to detain several former PNA officials over alleged financial mismanagement.
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After the parliamentary elections in January 2006, and the victory of the main
opposition party, Hamas, the political situation got very complicated which affected
the pace of the reform process. The international community’s position to cut funding
to the new elected government reflected itself in the priorities of the new government,
which is striving to rescue the monthly salaries of the PNA employees.

The “100 Days Reform Plan” (governmental initiative)

Although there has been no comprehensive national plan to curb corruption, there
have been some plans of reform. On 23 June 2002, the Palestinian Authority
announced a 100-day plan for reform. The ‘100-Day Reform Plan’ focused on
different domains, including the economy, finances, judiciary, public administration,
elections, and others. It did not mention anti-corruption as a specific domain. In fact,
the word “corruption” was never mentioned in the Plan74. Nevertheless, the domains
of the plan help in creating a healthy environment to curb corruption. The plan
remains an official document which needs implementation power. After Hamas
winning the elections in January 2006, no follow up of the plan implementation was
reported.

The plan was a result of international and national pressure on the Palestinians to fight
corruption. There are many lessons to be learnt from this case. For example the
importance of governmental commitment for reform and the need of a political will;
the role of international pressure in calling for reform and its influence on the local
integrity efforts. This initiative is directly linked to the post conflict situation and
targeting the weakness of the governmental organizations. On the one hand it was
imposed by the international community, but on the other hand it was
acknowledgement by the state that certain measures need to be taken to ensure good
governance and improve public sector management.

5.2 Donors

The PNA is highly dependant on donor funding. Without donor budget support, the
PNA would experience great difficulty in sustaining basic public services, and its
ability to function would be imperilled. After the Declaration of Principles in Oslo,
1993, the international donor community has recognized that improved living
conditions, rebuilding the infrastructure of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and the
building of necessary institutions are all vital elements to achieving peace. Therefore,
the international community met in Washington on October 1, 1993 at the US-hosted
Conference to "Support Middle East Peace". This conference concluded with pledges
to the Palestinians from the donor community amounting to US$2,996.32 million, to
be disbursed over the five-year period 1994-98.75 At the Donor Countries Conference
in Washington DC on November 30 1998, donors pledged a further US$3.8 billion for
the next five years, the US alone pledging to increase donations from US$500 million
to US$900 million.
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Despite massive amounts of foreign aid, unemployment rates between 1993 and 1997
shot up, household incomes and expenditures declined, and public confidence in the
peace agreements was fundamentally shaken. A variety of factors contributed to the
Palestinian economic decline. Israeli-imposed closures restrict the movement of goods
and people, financial mismanagement and corruption on the part of the PNA channel
wealth into the hands of a few. The tension between increasing poverty and the
massive inflow of funds led many to question the international development initiative,
its framework and impact.

5.2.1 Total Foreign Donor Assistance to the PNA

According to recent estimates by the Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of
International Affairs (PASSIA), total donor commitments since the establishment of
the PNA in late 1994 until October 2005 amounted to roughly US$ 6 billion (US$
6,104,851,292), while actual donor disbursements during the same period amounted
to roughly US$ 5 billion (US$ 4,677,626,670). The actual bulk of these funds came
from the US (a total of US$ 778 million); the EC (a total of US$ 1.2 billion); various
EU countries (among whom Sweden, the UK, Germany and France are the largest);
Japan (a total of US$ 151 million); the World Bank Group (a total of US$ 114
million), and the Arab countries (among whom the largest donor has been Saudi
Arabia, with a total of US$ 334 million).

(See Table 1 below for breakdown of largest donors and percentages, also see annex 1
for comparison with the official figures from the Palestinian Ministry of Planning)
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Table 1: Total Funds Disbursed by Foreign Donors from 1994 – 2005 (in millions
of USD)

Donor $ Total Disbursed  %
of Total

EC 1,172 25%

United States 778 17%

Sweden 362 8%

Saudi Arabia 334 7%

United Kingdom 248 5%

Germany 190 4%

Norway 183 4%

World Bank Group 114 2%

France 104 2%

Algeria 97 2%

Islamic Development Bank 77 2%

United Nations (various) 66 1%

Other 953 20%

Total Disbursed 1994-2005 4,677

Source: PASSIA 2006

According to Mr. Nigel Roberts, the former representative of the World Bank to the
Palestinian Territories, the Palestinians have received “a total of US$ 5 billion in five
years, or US$ 300 per capita annually”76, which would suggest that either the total
US$ 6 billion estimate arrived at by PASSIA (quoted above) for ten years is too low,
or more likely, the total amounts disbursed to the PNA between 1994 and 2000 were
much lower than the funds disbursed between 2000 and 2005. It is practically
difficult, however, to verify how much foreign aid has disbursed directly to the PNA
over the years, as foreign donors tend to allocate funds to the Palestinians through a
variety of mechanisms. This “counting” problem is more acute than is generally
imagined; the line between direct aid (i.e. funds to the PNA) and indirect aid (i.e.
funds to local NGOs and international institutions) is considerably blurred in the case
of the Palestinian Territories.
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5.2.2 The Fiscal Crisis

Following the 2006 legislative elections, won by the Hamas, Israel has ceased
transferring the $55 million tax-receipts to the PNA — since the PNA has no access
point (ports, airports, etc.) to receive taxes, it is Israel that is charged with this duty.
These funds accounted for a third of the PNA's budget, two thirds of its proper budget,
and insure the wages of 160,000 Palestinian civil servants  (among them 58,000
security and police officers), on which a third of the Palestinian population is
dependent. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
Economic Affairs Officer Mahmoud ElKhafif said conflict, political instability, an
elusive sovereignty and a policy of asymmetric containment had hampered the
Palestinian Authority’s ability to ensure any governance, much less a corruption-free,
best practice model.77

The fiscal situation of the PNA has gone from bad to worse. Prior to the establishment
of the new government, the PNA faced a monthly budget deficit of roughly $70
million. Israel's withholding of $50-60 million in monthly revenue collected on behalf
of the PNA has almost doubled the monthly deficit and the PNA must now identify
nearly $130 million in financing each month to maintain current operations.

Following the January 2006 legislative elections, won by Hamas, the Quartet
threatened to cut funds to the Palestinian Authority. On February 2, 2006 the PNA
accused Israel of ‘practicing collective punishment after it snubbed US calls to
unblock funds owed to the Palestinians.’ Prime Minister Ahmed Qorei said he was
hopeful of finding alternative funding to meet the budget shortfall of around 50
million dollars, needed to pay the wages of public sector workers, and which should
have been handed over by Israel on the first of the month.The US Department of State
criticized Israel for refusing to unblock the funds quickly. The funds were later
unblocked. However, the New York Times alleged on February 14, 2006 that a
"destabilization plan" of the Hamas, winner of the January 2006 legislative elections,
centered "largely on money" and cutting all funds to the PNA once Hamas takes
power, in order to de-legitimize it in the eyes of the Palestinians.The Palestinian
Authority has a monthly cash deficit of some $60 million to $70 million after it
receives between $50 million and $55 million a month from Israel in taxes and
customs duties collected by Israeli officials at the borders but owed to the
Palestinians. Beginning March 2006, the PNA face a cash deficit of at least $110
million a month, or more than $1 billion a year, which it needs to pay full salaries to
its 140,000 employees78 who are the breadwinners for at least one-third of the
Palestinian population. The employment figure includes some 58,000 members of the
13 security forces, most of which are affiliated with the defeated Fatah movement.
Since January 25 2006 elections, the Palestinian stock market has already fallen about
20 percent while the PNA has exhausted its borrowing capacity with local banks.

5.2.3 Main Donors

Donations for the Palestinian Authority came from nearly 33 countries around the
world, considering the EU as one unit. The list of donor countries and the projects
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funded throughout the years is found on the Ministry of Planning website. The main
donor countries with the largest amounts are the US (927,175,705$), EC
(1,239,632,611$) and Arab countries (especially Budget Support) 79. Donors were
committed to give the PNA an estimated 6,700,482,554 million USD from 1994, and
only 5,239,622,268 USD have been disbursed80.

There are many international governmental and non-governmental donors who are
currently funding the Palestinians.  Examples will be given of the main donor of the
bilateral basis (USAID), a multilateral donor (the EU) and a donor for a special sector
of the population (UNRWA).

USAID the United States Agency for International Development81:

According to their website, “since 1993, Palestinians have received more than $1.5
billion in U.S. economic assistance via USAID - more than from any other donor
country. Some $371 million of that went to humanitarian aid and emergency response
activities to alleviate the suffering caused by the latest Intifada. USAID’s programs
focus on six areas: water resources, economic development, community services,
health, democratic reform and education.”82 All USAID programs are implemented
directly by USAID itself.

Following the signing of the Oslo Accords in September 1993, the U.S. government
provided $375 million between 1993 and 1998 through USAID to implement a
development program in the West Bank and Gaza. In 1999, USAID West Bank &
Gaza's budget was $80 million. In 2000 its level increased to over $118 million. In
2000, the Congress approved an additional $400 million to add to the USAID West
Bank and Gaza program to facilitate implementation of the Wye River Accords. In
2001, USAID West Bank/Gaza's program budget was $114 million. In 2002 and
2003, USAID received $75 million from Congress for its program. In addition, in
May of 2003, the Congress approved an additional $50 Million of supplemental
funds. Since October 2000, more than $200 million has been directed toward
emergency and humanitarian assistance.83

Until recently, the U.S. provided no cash to the PNA, or to any officials, ministries,
agencies or instrumentalities of the PNA. U.S. law specifically prohibits cash
assistance to the PNA. However, on July 16, 2003, the United States, by invoking
special Presidential waiver authority, for the first time ever and in recognition of
important progress in the reform of Palestinian institutions, signed an agreement with
the Palestinian Authority authorizing a $20 million cash transfer for the purpose of
maintaining municipal water, sewage and electrical services and providing for PA
directed municipal infrastructure development. All other assistance to the PA takes
the form of in-kind assistance (training, technical assistance, equipment, etc.) rather
than cash. The work of USAID in the West Bank and Gaza is governed by many rules
and regulations, usually authorized by the American congress.84
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European Union EU85:

Following the signature Oslo accords the EU committed €250 million in grants for the
period 1994-1998, in addition to long term loans from the European Investment Bank.
By 1998, the Community had far exceeded this initial pledge with commitments of
more than €400 million in grants. At the 1998 Washington ministerial donor
conference to support Middle East Peace and Development, the EU pledged a further
€400 million for the period 1999 to 2003. Largely because of the current emergency
needs, this amount has been exceeded. From 1994 to the end of 2002, the European
Union had committed approx. €1 billion in grants and loans, and a further €500
million in contributions to UNRWA. On top of that, bilateral EU Member State
assistance is estimated to amount to €2.5 billion over the same period.

Since the signing of the Barcelona Declaration in 1995, the PNA, as a full and equal
partner of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (Barcelona Process), benefits also from
its main financial instrument, MEDA86. At the same time, the EC is one of the major
donors. In 2003, the EC ranked first in disbursements in Palestine (about 25% of total
disbursements)87.

Since the outbreak of the second Intifada in September 2000, like other donors, the
EC shifted its much of its assistance from more long-term institution-building to
humanitarian assistance, support to refugees (through UNRWA), and development
assistance. The Council of the European Union, together with the European
Parliament, endorsed the use of budget support in this context. However according to
their website, “The European Union is committed to improving the humanitarian and
economic situation of the Palestinians, whilst at the same time supporting the
Roadmap principles of building the institutions of a democratic, independent and
viable Palestinian state, living in peace and security with Israel. The main instruments
to achieve these objectives are the Interim Association Agreement on Trade and
Cooperation and the Commission's financial assistance programme.”88

Japan

According to Japan's ministry of foreign affairs, its contribution to the assistance to
the Palestinians since 1993 has amounted to about $767 million. Since the outbreak of
the Intifada of September 2000, Japan implemented almost $190 million of assistance
with its emphasis on humanitarian relief. Almost 70% of the total assistance has been
channeled through the international organizations including UNDP and UNRWA.

Japan's priority areas of assistance are humanitarian assistance, PNA reform, and
confidence-building. On the visit of President Mahmoud Abbas to Japan in May 2005,
Japan announced its intention to implement assistance worth of about $100 million for
the immediate future. In FY2004, a supplementary budget was approved for
additional $60 million of assistance. Hence, the assistance level of FY2004 reached
the Japan's highest level in the past.89
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The success of the Palestinian development effort is dependent on the donor
community playing a more political role to put an end to the Israeli siege policies.
Otherwise, the foreign assistance being given will effectively continue to subsidize
Israeli policies, and the funds being given will virtually go to waste. In particular, the
donor community can be effective in freeing up internal trade and movement, in and
between the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and opening up world markets to Palestinian
producers -- i.e., by pushing for resolution of issues such as border crossings, airport
operations and the sea port.

The role of the Ministry of Planning in terms of external aid is to coordinate and
support sector planning in the concerned ministries and institutions so as to ensure
their consistency with the comprehensive cross-sector approaches and plans. The first
Palestinian institution that was developed to coordinate funds was PECDAR, and then
funds were coordinated through the Ministry of Planning and International Affairs,
and later through the Ministry of Planning when it became an entity of its own in
200390. According to the Ministry of Planning there is a problem in administering
these funds, “We tried to have a consortium of donors, but it is not as effective as it is
supposed to be, but we believe this is an international problem for donors.”91

5.2.4 Donors and Reform:

In 2004 the World Bank started a Reform Trust Fund, which aims to support
improved PNA financial management within a broader national reform agenda. It was
established at the request of the PNA after the decline of budget support in 2003. The
World Bank coordinated funds through this Trust Fund92.

Israel tried to pressure donors to intervene on the issue of changing the Palestinian
school curriculum, but they did not use the funds as a way to pressure the PNA.
Except, of course, being committed to the peace process, there was no conditionality
on the fund. Sometimes Palestine had what is called tied aid, where donors wanted,
for example, logistics to be brought bought from their countries93.

Donors complained for years that the Palestinian financial structure is not transparent
and does not allow donors to follow their money. In the year 2003 there was a decline
in donor contributions to the Palestinian budget, due to donor dissatisfaction with the
PNA’s performance. Consequently, the PNA asked the international community
through the World Bank to create a new mechanism which would support an
enhanced reform effort, and which would be open to all donors.

The PNA has articulated a Public Financial Management Reform Program, on the
basis of which donors would provide budget support through this Reform Fund. The
Fund’s main focus is to support improved PNA financial management within a
broader national reform agenda.

The international community and the PNA agreed on major benchmarks for the ‘100-
Day Reform Plan’. Just before that in July 2002, the international community formed
two levels of support mechanisms for the reform process, namely, a local level task
force on Palestinian reform – involving representatives of the international
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community in Palestine - and a capital level task force on Palestinian reform –
involving representatives at a high political level in these countries94. A decision was
also made to establish a coordination mechanism so that the PNA and the
international community would be in constant contact, thereby facilitating the reform
process.

The Fund aims to both address the current PNA budget shortfall and promote
financial reform as funding is linked to specific benchmarks for reform agreed with
the Palestinian Authority. Key reform priorities include helping the Palestinian
Authority tackle corruption, a new law ensuring civil service accountability, reform of
the security services, a realistic public sector pension scheme, judicial reform and
ensuring that all laws approved by the Palestinian legislature are enacted.
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6. The National Integrity System

6.1 Executive

It was mentioned earlier that the executive power before Oslo consisted of an Israeli
civil administration and some parallel structures loyal to the PLO in the Palestinian
Territories. In exile it was the PLO who managed certain aspects of Palestinians’
lives. The newly created PNA was a mix of the two systems but with a completely
new nature and structure. The only person who had legitimacy in the PLO and PNA at
the same time was Chairman/ President Arafat who was the Chairman of the PLO and
the elected president of the PNA. During the period 1993-2003 and due to funding
mechanisms, and moving the weight of the PLO to inside the Palestinians Territories,
the PLO was gradually weakening. The structures of the PLO became inactive and
non-effective. President Arafat controlled the executive and mixed the two systems in
a way comfortable to his politics. The PNA for example did not have cabinet meetings
or council of ministers meetings. The meetings were called “leadership meetings” in
which Arafat invited ministers together with members of the executive committee in
the PLO, local community leaders and prominent personalities.

For the purposes of this study and due to the fact that the PLO was weakened and
hardly influential in the Palestinian politics and state building, the executive part of
the PNA will be looked at as the executive structure in the Palestinian political
system. The PNA was created in 1994 as part of a process of negotiations between
Israel and the PLO. Its jurisdiction was limited in ways that led many Palestinians to
be sceptical about it from the beginning. Despite the PNA’s limitations, Palestinians
in the West Bank and Gaza found themselves governed by the new structure. The
PNA was able to operate to a much more limited extent in East Jerusalem, but it
quickly worked to render some of the other restrictive provisions of the peace accords
less relevant95. The Executive branch of the PNA comprises of a directly elected
president, the prime minister, the cabinet, the ministries, security forces, in addition to
some public institutions that either report to the president or to the cabinet.

The president’s position is regulated in the Basic Law (articles 51-61). Accordingly he
is directly elected from the people. He has the authority to introduce laws, he is the
high commissioner of security forces, he is the one entitled to accept foreign
representatives, and his position is vacant in death, resignation and inabilities
according to the high court and with the approval of two thirds of PLC members.

Until 2003, there was no position of prime minister in the PNA. President Arafat
acted as the head of the executive authority and minister of interior in addition to his
position as a president and Chairman of the PLO and the high commissioner for
security forces. In these capacities he selected the ministers and presented the names
to the PLC. The PLC usually approved the selection and there were no cases in which
the cabinet was rejected or did not gain confidence. The ministers were theoretically
accountable to the PLC while President Arafat was not (according to the basic law he
was directly elected and accountable to the people). Therefore, the PLC was weak in
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its monitoring role. Arafat also made a point of selecting members of the PLC as
ministers in a mix or roles between the executive and legislative authorities.

On 8th March 2003 during a famous speech in front of the PLC and due to pressure
from inside and outside96 Arafat agreed to create a position of Prime Minster. The
basic law was amended accordingly 10 days later to accommodate the new position
and to emphasise the separation of powers. Abu Mazen was appointed by Arafat as
the first prime minister which proved to be a very hard task. The blurred distribution
of roles created tension which resulted in the resignation of Abu Mazen after only 128
days of holding this position. Arafat then appointed Ahmad Quraie who was the
Chairperson of the PLC.

Since the establishment of the PNA there have been 10 different cabinets. The first
cabinet was formed on 20 May 1994 and, as were the following four, was headed by
President Arafat. The sixth government was headed by Abu Mazen from 29th April to
4th September 2003. Ahmad Quraie (Abu Allaa) formed the following three
governments until Hamas formed the 10th government headed by Prime Minister
Isamail Hania in February 2006. The number of ministers ranged from 24-35
ministers. It was the case that some ministries were created then cancelled (such as the
ministry of environmental affairs and the ministry of human rights and NGOs affairs).
It was also the case that some ministries were merged (for example the ministry of
supply and the ministry of national economy, or the ministry of culture and the
ministry of information). Other ministries were split, such as the Ministry of Planning
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It was even the case that a ministry was created to
fit the profile of the minister (this was allegedly the case in creating the Ministry of
Women’s Affairs to fit the profile of the candidate of the Fida party, Ms. Zaheira
Kamal, who is a prominent women’s rights activist, when her party refused to receive
a “minister without portfolio” position).

The reason for this chaotic situation could be attributed to lack of experience, or to the
need to maintain control in the hands of Arafat, where ministerial positions were
given to loyal aides, or because of a lack of accountability and the weakness of the
PLC, which could not hold ministers accountable. In any case, the result was an
inactive, huge civil service and many governmental structures which burdened society
instead of solving its problems.

The machinery of the PNA itself was built from two sources, each of which displayed
a strong bias toward autocracy. First, Israel transferred responsibility for managing
existing civil institutions such as schools, courts, and tax collection to the PNA. For
the most part, these structures were rudimentary and had decayed during the first
Palestinian Intifada; they had also been operated by a succession of regimes (British
Mandate, Egyptian and Jordanian rule, and Israeli rule) that gave little voice to the
administered population. Second, much of the PLO leadership (arriving generally
from Tunis, where the PLO had been headquartered since 1982) placed itself at the
apex of the system, dominating senior administrative posts, top political positions, and
much of the security services. Although the dedication of external leaders to the
national cause was not questioned, their unfamiliarity with the population they were to
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govern and their modes of operation—cultivated for a revolutionary movement rather
than a democratic state—suggested that a period of adjustment would be necessary.
These twin bases were insufficient in themselves for building an effective and
democratic state apparatus97.

The Palestinian law provides for citizens to sue the government for infringement of
their civil rights. The High Court is usually the competent court to adjudicate cases
against the executive branch of the government. The High Court has the power to
cancel the unlawful or the arbitrary decision taken by the government. It can also
order the government to release the persons who have been unlawfully detained. The
Court does not, however, have the authority to order compensation. Nevertheless,
individuals who claim to be affected by the government action, or inaction, can go to
the regular courts to ask for compensation after they acquire the High Court’s
decision98. In practice, citizens regularly file cases before the High Court against
governments’ decisions. However, they very rarely go to regular courts to ask for
compensation. The main reason for that could be attributed to the lack of awareness
among Palestinian citizens99.

The Basic law addresses the issue of assets disclosure for top level officials. Article
82 of the Basic Law states that “The Prime Minister and each Minister shall submit a
financial statement for himself, his wife, and dependent “minor” children, detailing
what they own of real estate, transferable property, stocks, bonds, cash money, and
debts, whether inside Palestine or abroad, to the President of the National Authority,
who shall make the necessary arrangements to keep its secrecy. Such information
shall be kept in a confidential manner, and will be disclosed only by a decision issued
by the Supreme Court when necessary.” The Basic Law is not applied to the
president.

The Law on Illicit Enrichment No. 1 of 2005 organizes the disclosure of assets for top
officials, including the president, the prime minister, ministers, judges, attorney
general and prosecutors, high level employees, and any other officials that the Council
of Ministers decides to subject to the provisions of the law100. The Law requires
establishing a special commission called the Commission on Illicit Enrichment,
responsible for receiving and keeping assets disclosure reports, verifying assets of
those who are subject to the Law, and investigating complaints on illicit enrichment.101

The Law does not, however, provide a comprehensive mechanism to monitor the
assets of the officials. It only requires them to disclose their assets upon their
appointment and their termination of the office. The Law does not require its subjects
to disclose gifts or any money or assets that they might gain during their term of
office. The Commission on Illicit Enrichments is not established yet although in June
2005 President Abbas appointed Mr. Ibrahim Abu Alnaja as the head of the
Commission. No further steps were taken.

The Law on Illicit Enrichment does not provide comprehensive mechanism to monitor
assets of high-level officials. It only allows the Commission to request officials to
submit reports on their assets. It mentions that the Commission shall verify the assets
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of those who are subject to the provisions of the Law, but it does not provide clear and
detailed mechanisms to do so.

In general, the Law on Illicit Enrichment does not differentiate between elected
ministers, appointed ministers and high level officials. They are all required to submit
the same information.

The Basic Law addresses the issue of conflict of interest. Article 82/2  states that “The
Prime Minister, and each Minister shall not purchase or lease any thing from
government property, or from any legal or juridical personality, or to have a financial
interest in any contract concluded with governmental or administrative entities, nor
may they, during their terms in office, be board members in any company, or practice
commerce or any other profession, or receive a salary or any other financial rewards
or remuneration from any person in any capacity, other than the one salary determined
for the Minister and its allowances.”

The Law on Illicit Enrichment reiterates the same provision of article 82/2 of the
Basic law for the president (article 11/2).

Article 67 of the Civil Service Law which enumerates the obligations of the public
servant states that one of these obligations is “not to use public office for private gain
or to accept any gift or commission in return for his duty”. Although the law of Civil
Service states that civil servants shall not accept gifts in return for their duty, there are
no special rules or regulations nor there are registers concerning gifts and hospitality
for ministers, or high-level officials or any public servant. There is no special body,
department, or agency that deals with registering gifts. The civil service law does not
apply to the ministers who are members in the cabinet (council of ministers) since
their appointment is considered a political one. Some issues of their duties and
restrictions are covered in the basic law, especially restrictions on conflict of interest,
investment in public funds and disclosure of wealth. However, the law covers a
"special group", who are appointed by special decrees in the position of a minister (for
example the directors of environment commission, the director of the Palestinian
Bureau of statistics and the director of NGOs Affairs and Human Rights). These
positions are permanent and not subject to changes in government but act as ministers.

Other than the provisions of article 82/2 of the basic Law, article 11/2 of the Law on
Illicit Enrichment, and article 67 of the Civil Service Law, there are no detailed
regulations or set of procedures that deal directly and comprehensively with the issue
of conflict of interest.

According to the Jordanian Penal Code No. 16 of 1960, applicable in the West Bank,
gifts might be considered as bribes and therefore a punishable crime if the purpose of
the gift is to influence the public servant's decision (article 170)102 As it was
mentioned elsewhere, the Jordanian law is applied in the West Bank while in Gaza a
similar Egyptian law no 69 for 1953 which was issued by the Egyptian Administrative
Governor for Gaza in the period 1948-1967. Both laws consider gifts as bribe and
subject the civil servant to prison or fine. To date no Palestinian Penal Code has been
issued.
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The law does not differentiate between ministers who are elected MPs and ministers
who are not. The Prime Minister has the power to refer any minister to the attorney
general if the minister violates the law on Illicit Enrichment. In practice, it has never
been invoked.  According to article (75/2) of the Basic Law, the President has the
right to refer the Prime Minister for investigation as a result of crimes committed by
him during his term in office, or due to his failure in performance of his duties, in
accordance with the provision of law. Paragraph two of the same article states that the
Prime Minister has the right to refer any minister for investigation based on any of the
reasons mentioned in the above clause (1), in accordance with the provisions of law.

If the minister has been accused, he or she shall be suspended from performing his
duties immediately upon the issuance of indictment. The termination of his service
shall not prevent the continuation of the investigation and follow-up procedures
against him (article 76 of the Basic Law). The Attorney General, or whoever
represents him from the prosecutor’s offices, shall assume the investigation and
indictment procedures. A minister’s trial shall be conducted before the competent
court, and shall follow the provisions and rules prescribed in the Penal Code and in
the Criminal Procedures Law. The same provisions apply to deputy ministers,
assistant ministers, and their equivalents (article 76/3).

On the practical level, no single minister or deputy minister has been accused or tried
for corruption related cases, since the establishment of the PNA. At the same time,
there are no rules or provisions in the Palestinian law that put any restrictions on post-
ministerial office employment.

Administrative decisions taken by members of the executive should be reasoned or at
least they should be based on legal authority given to the person taking the decision.
Individuals who are hurt by an administrative decision can challenge it before the
High Court based on “illegality of the reason” of the decision103.

Ministers and equivalent high-level officials have and exercise the power to make the
final decision in ordinary contract award and licensing cases, subject to some
limitation regarding value of the contract. If the value exceeds 15,000 USD, then a
tendering committee shall be formed and the minister gives the final approval of the
tender award decision.

Setting this regulatory framework is fairly recent in the PNA. There are no attempts so
far to implement the law. Although the attorney general declared that his office is
investigating 72 cases of corruption, no cases have been sent to court. There is no
body to deal with asset disclosure, and this is not practised yet by the executive,
although all the PLC members were asked to submit financial statements. It can be
said that the framework was set but has not been implemented so far. At the same
time the laws are not used for advocacy by civil society organizations or political
parties. They remain theoretical tools.
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6.2 Legislature

The Palestinian National Council (PNC) is the parliament in exile of the Palestinian
people. The PNC normally meets every two years. Resolutions are passed by a simple
majority with a quorum of two-thirds. The first PNC, composed of 422
representatives, met in Jerusalem in May 1964 and adopted the Palestinian National
Covenant (also called Palestinian National Charter). At the conference were
representatives from Palestinian communities in Jordan, West Bank, the Gaza strip,
Syria, Lebanon, Kuwait, Iraq, Egypt, Qatar, Libya, and Algeria. Subsequent sessions
were held in Cairo (1965), Gaza (1966), Cairo (1968 – 1977), Damascus (1979 –
1981), Algiers (1983), Amman (1984), and Gaza (1996 and 1998). In a November
1988 meeting in Algiers, the PNC unilaterally declared the independence of the Arab
State of Palestine.

The last meeting took place in December 1998, when the PNC met in Gaza . As of
2003, the PNC has been chaired by Salim Zanoun and has 669 members; 88 are from
the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC), 98 represent the Palestinian population
living in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and 483 represent the Palestinian Diaspora.
Its membership is mostly appointed, with the exception of a modest number of
delegates representing some PLO factions, trade and labor unions, and other social
associations. The Palestinian National Council (PNC) acted as the symbolic
Palestinian parliament for Palestinians in the OPT and Diaspora.

The Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and Gaza Strip provided
for the election of a Palestinian legislative council. An elections law was enacted by
the president, who assumed legislative authority before the establishment of the
Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC), in December 1995. Members of the PLC
become automatically members of the PNC. However, because of lack of elections
and difficulty conducting elections in Diaspora, the PNC is only symbolic and not a
democratic representation of Palestinians. The PLC members are the only elected part.

In 1996, the PLC became the first popularly elected legislature of Palestine. The
unicameral PLC, with its 88 members, constitutes a transitional body until the peace
process is concluded and a Palestinian state is declared104. The election of the PLC
was based on elections law no 13 for 1995 which used the "majority" voting system.
According to this system citizens had votes equal to the number of seats in the
electoral circle. The Palestinian Territories were divided into 16 circles (11 in the
West Bank and 5 in the Gaza Strip.

The fact that Palestinians living in Jerusalem, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip elect
the PLC adds to its legitimacy. Nevertheless, the PLO, while not based on elections,
represents all Palestinians, both in Palestine and in the Diaspora. The nature of the
PLC’s relationship with the Executive Committee of the PLO and with the PNC, the
parliament in exile, has not been clarified in the draft Basic Law, and the issue of dual
membership in the PLC and the PNC has not been settled. The PLC's role in the
negotiations with Israel and in ratifying treaties is still subject to discussion105.
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The Interim Agreement granted the PLC power to issue primary legislation relating to
all areas and responsibilities except those not transferred to the PNA. The agreement
also prohibited the PLC from issuing legislation that was inconsistent with the
provisions of the various Palestinian-Israeli accords. The Election Law imposed no
further constitutional restrictions on the PLC’s power to legislate or to exercise
oversight of the executive and judicial branches.

Until the enactment of the Basic Law in 2002, the PLC operated continuing ambiguity
about its constitutional relationship with the executive authority, a further
complication that adds to its ambiguous relationship with the PNC and the PLO in
general. The PLC’s legitimacy and authority derive from an electoral mandate, but
this is limited to the Palestinian people of the WBGS, including the residents of East
Jerusalem. By contrast, PLO institutions, while not based on elections, nominally
represent all Palestinians, both in the WBGS and in the Diaspora.

According to the Basic Law, the PLC has the power to initiate and pass legislation, it
can overturn a presidential veto of its proposed legislation by a two-third vote (article
41/2) it also can amend the Basic Law with a two-third vote (article 120). In addition,
the PLC must approve the budget, confirm the prime minister upon nomination by the
president, and approve all government cabinet positions proposed by the prime
minister.

Ten Members of the PLC can submit a request after the interrogation, to withdraw
confidence from the Government or from any Minister. The withdrawal of confidence
shall result in terminating the term of the party in whom confidence was lost (article
57). The PLC can question ministers, including the Prime Minister, but not the
President of the PNA. The PLC can demand the attendance of any of the ministers but
has no power to force ministers to attend the hearing or respond to the questions. The
only power the PLC has is to withdraw confidence from a minister or the cabinet
which can eventually result in removal from office. The PLC cannot be dissolved
during a state of emergency (article 113).

The PLC established permanent committees responsible for observing the executive
branch in different aspects (article 48 of the PLC standing order). In addition to the
permanent committees, the PLC established ad hoc committees to address certain
issues or cases. The committee system plays a particularly significant role in the
internal dynamics of the PLC. Committee sessions are closed to the public, and the
Council can establish any temporary committee it deems necessary. The PLC has
formed 11 permanent committees. These committees are: legal, political, budget and
financial affairs, economic, interior-security and local government, education-social
affairs, monitoring-human rights and public freedoms, land-settlements and the Wall,
refugees and Palestinian Affairs in Diaspora, Jerusalem and council affairs committee.
The committees may request information directly from cabinet ministers or other
senior officials, or request their attendance at hearings on issues. In addition to
standing committees, the PLC may form specialized, joint, and interim committees
and subcommittees. The PLC committees followed up and investigated many cases of
corruption. It decided in some of these cases to refer the suspects to the attorney
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general for legal action106 .The committees submitted more than 824 reports in the
period 1996-2006. They also held more than 1935 public hearing, meetings and field
visits107 . Some of the investigations held in the committees were very crucial
especially those conducted by the monitoring, human rights and public freedoms
committee and the economic committee.

The Basic Law states that the PLC must put in place regulations for the questioning of
its members in a way that does not contradict with the provisions of the Basic Law
itself, or with the general constitutional principles (article 51).

In practice, the first PLC was marginalized by the executive authority and it did not
succeed in presenting itself as an independent legal body. PLC members dominated
most of the Palestinian cabinets, and in some cabinets around one third of the PLC
members were ministers. In fact the Oslo agreements require that 80% of the
Palestinian cabinet are members of the PLC. This rule was not followed strictly, but
because the first PLC lasted for more than its legal period (the interim period was
supposed to finish in 1999, 5 years after the PLC elections when new elections should
have taken place), most of the Fateh members of Parliament became ministers at some
point. The third government which was formed in 1998 had 22 from the PLC (i.e. one
fourth of the PLC members at that time) and 8 ministers only were from outside the
PLC. This particular government was formed to fight corruption and in response to
the PLC investigation. The eighth government for example had 16 out of 24 ministers
who were members in the PLC. The Hamas government had only 9 ministers as
members in the PLC out of the 24 members of Cabinet. It can be argued that being
members in the PLC and Cabinet at the same time does not undermine the monitoring
role of the PLC but in reality this was problematic because most of the first PLC were
from Fateh and had ambitions to become ministers which required loyalty to the
president and not being too critical of the executive authority.

On the other hand and in many cases, President Arafat refused to sign laws approved
by the PLC or at least delayed their signature for a long time. Many PLC decisions
and recommendations were never enforced. From 7 September to 7 October 2004, the
PLC suspended its sessions in protest over the executive branch’s failure to respond to
the demands of the special PLC committee formed to follow the PNA reform
process108.

On the 18 June 2005 the PLC ratified amendments to the elections law that
incorporated major changes to the electoral system.109 Those changes included an
increase in the number of PLC seats from 88 to 132 and the introduction of a mixed
electoral system by which 50% of seats are elected through the Majority System (from
16 districts) and the other 50% of seats are elected through the Proportional
Representation System (Lists)110 In January 2006 the second PLC elections were held
and the Hamas movement, which boycotted the 1996 elections, got a sweeping
victory111.

The general budget of the PNA shall be approved by Parliament. According to Article
(61) of the Basic Law, the government shall present the budget proposal to the PLC at
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least two months before the beginning of the fiscal year. The Legislative Council shall
convene a special session to discuss the annual budget proposal. It either ratifies it
prior the start of the new fiscal year, or sends it back to the government in a period not
exceeding one month from the date of receipt. The returned budget shall include the
Council’s comments, in order to complete the necessary requirements and return it to
the Council for approval.

According to the Basic Law, transfer of funds among the budget’s chapters is not
permitted, unless there is an agreement between the Legislative Council and the
Executive branch (article 61/4). The final accounts of the PNA’s budget shall be
presented to the PLC no later than one year from the end of the fiscal year. The
Council shall vote on the final accounts chapter by chapter (article 62).

In practice, the PLC did not receive the budget statement prior to its formal
presentation in front of the PLC by the minister of finance. The Budget committee
members listen to the speech together with the other members of the PLC. The budget
committee usually discusses the budget and presents its assessment to the general
assembly of the PLC. The budgetary process improved in terms of respecting the time
frame and in terms of presenting more details to the PLC, but much more is still
needed especially building expertise within the PLC to evaluate the budget according
to government plans. The PLC has never sent back a budget to be revised by the
government or the minister of finance. The budgets were approved smoothly without
much questioning to the executive authority in terms of quantity, sectoral distribution
or priorities. There were only two attempts to challenge the budgetary procedure. First
time was in 1999, when the budgetary committee headed then by Dr. Azmi Shoaibi
questioned different items in the budget and asked the minister of finance to re-
consider it. President Arafat interfered then and members of the committee were
asked to re-vote its structure. Dr. Shoaibi was removed from his position as the head
of the committee and the budget was approved. The second attempt was in 2002 when
the budget was send back to be revised by the minister of finance but the Israeli
invasion to the West bank cities at that time prevented the PLC meeting again and the
case died.

The PLC is used to approve expenditures that do not appear explicitly in the General
Budget through approving a line in the budget allocated for the president of the PNA.
This budget line allowed President Arafat to spend money as assistance and aid
without having regulation that defines the criteria for providing this aid112. This
practice continued until the Budget of the fiscal year 2004, in which these
expenditures started to appear under the budget lines of the relevant ministries (health,
education, social welfare). Nevertheless, President Arafat continued to control these
expenditures113. This was a step forward to improve unity of budget and make it more
transparent. However, there are many more steps to be taken.

The Law on Obligations and Rights of PLC Members No. 10 of 2004 prohibits PLC
members from assuming executive and consultative posts in government institutions
or NGOs (articles 7, 8). Article 9 of the Law states that “Except for the post of
minister, it is prohibited for any member to combine membership in the PLC with any
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other post in the executive branch, including consultative positions”. This law has
neither set any sanctions for violations of these provisions nor any mechanism for its
enforcement. In practice, a significant number of the first PLC assumed paid
consultative and executive posts, both in the executive branch and in NGOs, without
being subject to any sanctions or disciplinary measures by the PLC114.

Article 54 of the Basic Law states that a member of the Legislative Council should not
exploit his membership, in any other type of private business, or in any manner
whatsoever. Every member of the Legislative Council shall present a financial
statement for himself, his wife, his dependent “minor” children, detailing their wealth
to include real estate, transferable property inside Palestine and abroad, and their
debts. This declaration “Statement” shall be kept in a sealed and classified envelope at
the Supreme Court of Justice, and shall not be disclosed unless approved by the Court,
and within the limits it allows. The secrecy of this declaration is considered as a
requirement to protect the citizens' right of privacy which is guaranteed by the basic
law. The personal belongings and ownership before being a public figure is a private
matter. However, if there were any allegations and suspicions of corruption the
attorney general can press allegations and ask for disclosure of this information. The
law of illicit enrichment puts the task of asking for financial statements and ensuring
that all members submit them, as well as building up cases and investigating
corruption, in the hands of a special commission. To date, this commission has not
been established, therefore the PLC members do not feel obliged to submit statements
and no person/commission or entity can force them to do so.

There are no special rules and registers concerning gifts and hospitality for PLC
members, nor there any special rules or restrictions on post-legislature employment.

The main donors of the Palestinian Legislative Council are the European Union,
Spain, Germany, Japan, USAID, Britain, France, in addition to other donors. Since its
establishment in 1996 many donors were interested in the PLC and its development
for political reasons115.

Since the elections of 1996 and the establishment of the PLC, the main issues that
were stressed were the development of the procedures for the work of the PLC,
capacity building for the PLC members and staff, training the members on
formulating laws, the structure of the PLC (the EU worked for 2 years on this issue),
budgeting, the relationship between the PLC and the public, and the relationship of
the PLC to other ministries and institutions. All these issues were addressed over the
past years116.

It may be estimated that the donations to the PLC since its establishment reached
around 18-20 million dollars. There are not any records kept within the PLC regarding
donor assistance. Some donors were concerned with logistical support such as the new
PLC building, while others supported cars for the PLC members, and some were
interested in training and capacity building. The donors formed a consortium of
donors with PLC members, but it did not work out effectively, that led the PLC to
deal with each donor separately117.
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After the 2006 PLC elections, and the victory of Hamas, funding has been either cut
or suspended. The PLC still meets regularly but instead of working on legislation and
monitoring tasks, it is much involved in debate related to the current political
situation. Until now (7 months after the elections) the PLC has not issued on law or
questioned ministers or investigated corruption cases or worked on reform issues.
Around 30 members of members of the PLC and the Hamas cabinet are currently
imprisoned by the Israeli occupation which undermines their role and task as
representatives of the Palestinian people and agents for reform.

6.3 Electoral Commission

Public elections for the president’s office, the parliament, and local municipalities are
run by the Central Elections Commission (CEC). The CEC is an independent body
responsible for administering, conducting and supervising presidential and legislative
(and recently local) elections. The CEC is responsible for adopting all procedures
necessary to secure the integrity and freedom of elections (article 20 of the Elections
Law No. 9 of 2005)118. The tasks of the CEC include: raising awareness amongst
voters and candidates on their duties, obligations and rights, registering voters and
candidates and making sure that they fulfil the criteria as specified by elections law,
publishing the voters and candidates lists and receiving any complaints regarding the
eligible names, monitoring election campaigns, conducting the actual voting process,
counting votes, design and monitoring of voting stations, registering monitoring
bodies from civil society, and publishing the results. The CEC is a permanent body
with a legal personality and administrative and financial independence (article 20/1).
The CEC is allocated a budget as an independent financial centre (separate budget
line) in the PNA’s annual budget (article 22/2).

The CEC is headed by a board of nine members appointed by the president. The
president also appoints the chairman and the secretary general of the CEC from
amongst the nine members. The members of the CEC shall be chosen from amongst
senior judges, lawyers and “outstanding” academics of the Palestinian community
(article 19). The chairperson and the members of the CEC shall be Palestinians, not
less than 35 years of age, hold a bachelor's degree, or at least the equivalent thereof,
highly efficient and experienced, and honest and well reputed (article 21).

The 1996 public elections were organised by a CEC that was chaired by the current
Palestinian President, Mahmoud Abbas, and comprised of members who were either
members of Fateh party or close to it. Although the 1996 elections were considered
free and fair by main international observation missions, observers noted many
shortcomings in the elections119.

In October 2002, and pursuant to pressure from the international community and local
civil and political institutions, and as part of the 100-Day Plan of Reform, President
Arafat appointed the 9 CEC members. Consequently, the CEC established its
executive office and started preparations for the elections120.
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According to the National Democratic Institute, an international observing body, “The
CEC enjoys a high degree of confidence among Palestinians. It has in many instances
demonstrated its ability to withstand political pressure and to perform its duties
impartially and effectively.”121 The 9 commissioners of the CEC, including the
Chairman and the Secretary General of the Commission, are all appointed by the
President for a tenure of 4 years. This mechanism of appointment has been criticized
by the Commission itself, which recommended in a legal memo submitted to the PLC
on 24 March 2003, that appointment of the commissioners should be a joint
responsibility for both the president and Parliament in order to ensure the
independence of the Commission (the president nominates and the PLC approves, or
the PLC nominates and the President approves)122.

One of the factors that contributed to the independence of the CEC is the fact that the
vast majority of its funding came from donors and not from the PNA. Since its
establishment in 2002, the CEC spent around 25 million dollars; 24 million came
from donors and only 1 million from the PNA123. The CEC is a huge mission which is
enlarged during elections. It has its headquarters in Ramallah, a regional office in
Gaza and 16 small offices in the different governorates serve as electoral offices.
During elections the CEC opens more than 1000 voting centres as well. The CEC
published its budget on its website which shows that money was spent on capital
expenditure (for establishing offices, buying equipments, building computer
networks,…etc), an annual budget including rent of offices, auditing costs, insurance,
etc and running costs including salaries of employees, telecommunications,
transportation, etc. During the election process these expenses increase due to
employing many more staff to perform the different tasks assigned to the CEC, in
addition to awareness campaigns, publications and training costs.124

The main donors to the CEC were the EU, Japan, Norway, Canada, Denmark, Austria,
and Netherlands. The coordination among donors was very effective. They
established what is called the Election Reform Support Group (ERSG), co-chaired by
the EU and the USA. The Group meets regularly and shares information about
progress related to the election process and the CEC. Any requests for budget support
or for technical assistance are discussed within the group125. The current CEC
organized the 2005 presidential elections and the 2006 parliamentary elections which
were considered free and fair elections by local and international donors alike126.

6.4 Political Party Funding and Expenditure

According to the Palestinian Information Centre, there are more than 24 registered
political parties in the Palestinian Territories. This does not include newly established
groups such as The Palestinian Initiative (Al-Mubadra) and others which make the
total number of political factions and groups rise to 30. The most well-know groups
are Fateh, Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine,
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, People's Party, and Fida. Some of these
political factions are mostly secular as they claim are members of the PLO. Others,
mostly Islamists such as Hamas, are still struggling to be included. The number of
political parties does not reflect their actual presence on the ground. According to
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public opinion polls actual membership in political parties is very limited and
supporters to most of these political factions do not exceed 1-2%. The majority of
Palestinians (more than 60%) are independent. In a public opinion poll conducted by
Birzeit University 58.4% viewed negatively the role of political parties. Supporters of
Hamas dropped from 50% in April 2006 to 31% in September 2006 while Fateh
supporters remained stable at 35%127.

The issue of the legal regulation of political parties in Palestine is a problematic one
from both a legal and a political standpoint. This is the main reason why the PLC is
displaying considerable indifference with regard to the matter.

The failure to organize the political parties in an appropriate manner is due to several
factors, of which the following are probably the most important:

• The Israeli occupation and the absence of real Palestinian sovereignty have
resulted in the forces and factions being afraid to work within the framework of a
political party, mainly because it involves many commitments pertaining to
membership, the revealing of sources of funding, and various other issues.

• The fact that the majority of the Palestinian factions have branches outside
Palestine at both the ground and leadership levels. The introduction of a
comprehensive political party’s law would therefore complicate the internal
conditions and the organizational structures of the factions. Any law relating to
the parties will therefore have to be implemented in the PNA areas only.

• The legitimacy which the factions inside the PLO gained from their historical
membership. This made them consider themselves in a higher position to have to
register as political parties.

The above-mentioned reasons resulted in some kind of consensus among Palestinian
factions of which the legislative and legal organization of the work of the various
parties was frozen. The Palestinian legislature prefers to stand silent and deal with the
matter in a humble manner through some of the provisions included in the Elections
Law.128

The Basic Law gives Palestinians the right to participate in political life individually
and in groups. It guarantees the right to “establish and join political parties in
accordance with the law.” (Article 26)

The issue of political parties, their formation and accreditation, and their funding is
completely under-regulated in Palestine. Thus far, there is no Palestinian law on
political parties. There is no independent or otherwise institution responsible for
checking accounts of political parties.

There were some attempts to enact such a law in 1998, but the PLC froze the draft law
on political parties and there were no further discussions to this issue on the level of
the legislature. The draft proposed law:
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• Banned any party that sought to topple the constitutional government, threatened
the independence and unity of the country, called for war and internal violence, or
jeopardized democratic political life and regional and social unity (Article 8).

• Gave the Ministry of Justice the right to prevent any party from registering if its
basic system and its documents conflicted with Palestinian law (Article 16).

• Required accredited parties to be members of the coalition that comprises the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).

Another attempt to enact a law on political parties was initiated in 2005. The initiative
came too late as the parliamentary elections were imminent with no time remained to
pass that law.

The Elections Law provided some conditions regarding political party funding.
Elections Law No. 9 of 2005 stipulates that no foreign or international funding is
allowed for any of the candidates to finance their campaigns (article 100). In addition,
the Law sets a ceiling for expenditures on electoral campaigning129. All political
parties and all candidates who run for the elections are required to submit to the CEC
within a month of the announcement of the final results a detailed financial statement
in which they should explain their income and expenditures on their campaigns
(article 106). The CEC applies the law and makes sure to get these reports and check
them. No cases of violation of the law have been registered so far.

Except for income and expenditure during elections campaigns, there are no rules that
require parties to make public their substantial donations and their sources of income
or their expenditures.

Except for requiring political parties who participate in the public elections to submit
financial statements, there are no rules that require political parties to publish their
accounts. It should be noted that the political and security situation the Palestinian
Territories makes it difficult for some political parties to have open and transparent
accounts. Some political parties are considered illegal according to Israeli military
orders.

The main donors of the political parties since the establishment of the PNA are
institutions like German Fredrich Ebert Foundation and The American National
Democratic Institute (NDI), among others, who work on promoting democracy and
political party development. They provide the funds in the form of training and
capacity building to the political parties on issues like elections, campaigning,
advocacy and other related issues130.

Most of the Palestinian factions, especially those under the PLO umbrella, used to get
direct funding from Arab countries before the establishment of the PNA, and some of
them ran their own investments. Countries that supported these parties allowed them
to invest in their lands, and even gave them facilities. The parties who were able to
run these investments successfully benefit from them to date131.
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The funds to the political parties can not be controlled since there is no Palestinian
political party law, and another thing is there are hidden political interests in
supporting one party over the other and empowering it amongst Palestinians, so not
all funds are announced. Nobody knows what each political party owns or gets132

6.5 Supreme Audit Institution

The supreme audit institution is been stipulated in the Basic Law. Article (96) of the
Basic Law states that “A financial and administrative auditing bureau shall be
established by law, to provide financial and administrative oversight on all entities of
the PNA, to include monitoring the collection of public revenues, and spending there
from within the limits of the general budget.”  According to paragraph 2 of the same
article, the Bureau shall submit to the President of the National Authority, and to the
Legislative Council an annual report or, upon request - about its works and
observations.

The Head of the Financial and Administrative Bureau shall be appointed through a
decision issued by the President of the National Authority, and endorsed by the
Legislative Council (article 96/3 of the Basic Law).

However, the law that regulated the work of the Bureau until January 2005 was
enacted in 1995, prior to the elections of the PLC and the enactment of the Basic Law.
The Law of the General Monitoring Commission No. 17 of 1995 established the
General Monitoring Commission (the Financial and Administrative Auditing Bureau
at that time) and stated that it works under the direct supervision of the president of
the PNA (article 2). The Commission had to submit its report to the president or, upon
the discretion of the president of the Commission, to the ministers and to the heads of
public institutions and apparatuses (article 25).

In 1997 the Commission published its first report, which highlighted some
mismanagement cases within the PNA institutions and accused some public officials
and ministers of misuse of public funds. The report listed names of ministers and high
officials in the PNA who transferred funds from their organizations to their bank
accounts or forced their ministries to deal with their private companies or companies
of their relatives. It also listed the public companies which did not transfer their
profits to the ministry of finance or the general budget, in addition to monopoly of
certain goods, especially petrol and cigarettes. The report generated debate and
subsequently the PLC decided to form an enquiry committee to investigate the
findings of the report. The 1997 report was the first and the last one that the
Commission published. However, the commission continued to submit regular reports
to the president of the PNA.

In 27 December 2004, the interim president, Rawhi Fattouh, signed the Law on the
Administrative and Financial Monitoring Office which substituted the Law No. 17 of
1995. The Law makes the office an independent body that is accountable to the PLC
and empowered to publish its reports. The appointment of the head of this Office has
to be subject to the approval of the PLC. The new Law states that the Office enjoys
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independent legal personality and shall have a specific budget within the General
Budget of the PNA (article 2).

The Head of the Office is appointed by the president upon nomination from the
Cabinet, and confirmed by the PLC (article 4) and in case the PLC refused to approve
the nominated person, the president of the PNA shall submit to the PLC an alternative
person within two weeks from the date of refusal (article 5). The head of the Office
shall be Palestinian, not less than 40 years old, have the professional capability, and
has good reputation (article 6). The Head of the Office, his deputy, and the Director
General of the Office enjoy impunity in regards to actions they undertake relevant to
the performance of their duties (article 11). The office currently has 134 employees.

Intervention in the work of the Office is prohibited and all institutions that are subject
to the monitoring of the Office shall cooperate with it in all the matters that the Office
requests (article 12). The head of the Office can not be removed from his position
unless a two-third majority of the PLC accepts that removal (article 10). The Office
has the responsibility to monitor the expenditures and the income of the PNA and to
monitor warehouses according to the provisions of the law (article 23/6). The Office
also has the authority to check public expenditures against the general budget to
ensure that the expenditures were done in accordance with the Budget Law (article
23/13/d).

On 4th February 2006 President Abbas appointed Mahmoud Abu Alrub as the new
head of the Office the PLC approved the appointment shortly after133). However, the
Office has not thus far submitted any report to the PLC general assembly or to any
committee within the PLC, nor published any reports.

8.6 Judiciary

There is considerable overlap of diverse legal institutions in the PNA. Some of these
include Israeli military and civilian law, Jordanian law, and acts, ordinances, and
orders-in-council that remain in effect from the time of the British Mandate. In May
1994, Chairman Arafat and the PLO Executive Committee promulgated Resolution
No. 1 of 1994. In effect the Resolution stipulated that all laws, regulations, and orders
in force prior to the start of Israeli occupation, in June 1967, would continue to
operate. In May 2002 the Basic Law, a provisional constitution, was issued.134 The
advent of the PNA introduced a new source of legislation, as well as an additional
court system based on the PLO Revolutionary Penal Code of 1979. In addition, Israeli
security courts continue to operate in areas not under Palestinian internal security
control135. The PNA inherited a judicial system in a state of virtual collapse upon its
establishment in 1994. Palestinian legal structures that functioned prior to 1967
deteriorated dramatically during the Israeli occupation, to the point where the judicial
system was moribund and decapitated. Years of poor record-keeping hinder access to
previous decisions as well as use of precedent. Disruption of the justice system during
the Intifada of 1987–93 exacerbated the situation136.
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There are enough laws to regulate the daily living of the Palestinians but these laws
are different in the West Bank which follows Jordanian system and Gaza Strip which
follows the Egyptian system. While the PLC managed to pass 93 laws which are
helping to unify the legal system, and 220 in different stages are being read, there is a
need to conclude many other laws. The Oslo framework has reduced the jurisdiction
of the Palestinian judiciary. Whereas settlers and other Israelis appeared in Palestinian
civilian courts after 1967, this no longer occurs unless at their own request, regardless
of the nature of the case or involvement of Palestinian parties.

The Basic Law guarantees the independence of the judiciary. According to article (97)
of the Basic Law, “The Judiciary branch shall be independent, and shall be assumed
by the different types and level of courts. The structure, jurisdiction, and rulings of the
courts shall be in accordance with law.” Article 98 of the Basic Law stipulates that
“Judges shall be independent, and shall not be subject to any authority other than the
authority of law while exercising their duties. No other authority may interfere in the
judiciary or in the justice affairs."

The Law of Judicial Organization was promulgated in 2002 to provide for a judiciary
that would be able to operate independently of the executive branch.  The 2002 law
gave the Palestinian judiciary a degree of autonomy and jurisdiction, but
implementation of the law has been slow due to continued conflicts between the
judiciary and other bodies (e.g. the Ministry of Justice). The differences are centred
on the distribution of responsibilities and duties. For example there is a dispute around
who has control over the attorney general the executive authority represented by the
ministry of justice or the Supreme Judicial Council. Other similar problems relate to
the budget and control of courts.

President Abbas appointed a commission on judicial reform in 2005. The “Steering
Committee for the Development of the Judiciary and Justice” is in charge of making
improvements to the 2002 Law of Judicial Organizations to ensure it can be
implemented. The Committee suggested major amendments to the judiciary law to
avoid overlaps between the executive authority represented by the ministry of justice
and the judiciary authority represented by the Supreme Judicial Council. The PLC,
however, did not adopt all these amendments and enacted a new law called the
Judiciary Law No. 15 of 2005.

On 27 November 2005 the Palestinian High Court, in its capacity as a constitutional
court, overturned the 2005 Judiciary Law. The High Court declared the Judiciary Law
unconstitutional because it contravenes the Basic Law. The Law of Judicial
Organizations changed the composition of the Supreme Judicial Council and the
appointment procedure for the attorney general in order to transfer authority from the
Supreme Judicial Council to the Ministry of Justice.137.

In 5 February 2006, President Abbas issued a decree with the power of law amending
the Law of Judicial Organization No. 1 of 2002.The new amendment introduced
significant changes to the procedures of appointment, promotion, removal, discipline,
and retirement of judges. In addition, the new amendment gave the Supreme Judicial
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Council (SJC) the sole and whole responsibility over the judiciary and the courts,
including the administrative staff of the courts (article 9 of the decree).

The judicial system is organized around a three-tiered court structure: the magistrate
court and the first instance courts, the courts of appeals and the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court is composed of two departments: the Court of Cassation that serves as
the final court of appeals for civil, criminal, and commercial matters, and the High
Court of Justice for administrative disputes.

The Basic Law stipulates that a High Constitutional Council should be formed to
determine the constitutionality of laws, interpret legal texts, and settle jurisdictional
disputes between different courts (article 41). The law on the Constitutional Court was
approved by the President on 17 February 2006 and entered into force on 25 April
2006. However, the Court has not functioned yet.

The judicial authority is headed by the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC).  The SJC has
significant authority over the judiciary. It reviews policies regarding the structure and
function of the judiciary, and appoints, promotes, and transfers judges. The SJC
engaged in long dispute over judicial authority since its formation with the Ministry of
Justice. The dispute ended up with granting the SJC the full authority over the
judiciary. As a governing body of the judiciary the SJC consists of the judge who
heads the Supreme court as a president, the first deputy of the Supreme court as a
deputy, two judges chosen by the high court who are appointed for four years (not
renewable), the head of Appellant courts in Gaza and Jerusalem, the Attorney
General, Deputy Minister of Justice, and a distinguished personality appointed by the
president for two years (not renewable). If the head of the SJC position is vacant, the
oldest deputy of the high court takes his place. The same system of replacement
applies according to seniority and position.

In addition to the regular civil courts, there are military courts, and Islamic Sharia
courts that both have separate systems from the regular courts. The military courts
were established in 1995 to have jurisdiction over police and security force personnel
as well as crimes by civilians against security forces138. Islamic Sharia courts have
jurisdiction over personal status issues for Muslims139.

Palestinian courts can not review the actions of the executive unless there is a specific
case brought before them. The High Court is the competent court to adjudicate
challenges against administrative decisions taken by the executive, including the
Presidents’. The basic Law states clearly that “Laws shall not make any decision or
administrative work immune against judicial review” (article 30).

According to article (2) of the Judiciary Law No. (1) of 2002, judges shall be
independent and shall be no authority over them except for the authority of the law.
Article (1) of the same law stipulates that the Judiciary shall be independent and there
shall be no intervention in the judiciary or in the justice.

Article 99/1 of the Basic Law states that appointment, transfer, secondment,
delegation, promotion, and questioning of judges shall be as prescribed in the
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Judiciary Law. In practice, however, according to the PICCR annual reports, the PNA
executive sometimes does not respect decisions of the courts. The Palestinian security
agencies do not always enforce its rulings140. Judges and staff lack sufficient resources
and suffer from a lack of skills and training. Court procedures and record keeping are
antiquated141.

According to Article 99/2 of the Basic Law judges can not be dismissed and their
services can not be terminated unless as stipulated in the Judiciary Law. Judges can be
removed from office only by a SJC decision and the approval of the president (article
3 of the Amended Law). Prior to the amendment the conditions by which a judge can
be removed from office were not clear. Article 27 of the 2002 Judiciary Law stated
that “judges shall not be removed from office except in the cases stipulated in the
law”. In practice, no judge has been removed from his office since the establishment
of the PNA.

According to the new amendment to the Judiciary Law, no judge shall be appointed
until the competence, eligibility, and good conduct of the candidate is proved.
Applicants shall go through competition and exams to determine the best candidate
for the post. Any post in the judiciary shall be advertised and the date of the exam and
the competition shall be also advertised at least one week before (Article 1 of the
amended law). Prior to the amendment, the 2002 Judiciary Law only stated that the
president of the PNA appoints judges upon nomination of the SJC (article 16).

According to the new amendment to the judiciary law, career development shall be
based on merit taking into consideration number of years in service (article 2 amended
law). Prior to the amendment the 2002 judiciary Law stated that promotion shall take
place based on the number of years in service (seniority) taking merit into
consideration (article 16/1/b).

In practice, appointment and promotion in the judiciary were done on the basis of
nepotism, political affiliation and “wasta” until 2006.142 In January 2006 a new Chief
Justice (Head of the SJC) Judge Issa Abu Sharar was appointed who started to enforce
the Law of the Judiciary and its amendments. For the first time since the
establishment of the PNA, there were advertisements in the newspapers for posts in
the judiciary.

There have been no incidents over the last 5 years in which judges were prosecuted or
tried for any corruption related crimes. The judiciary tends not to formally prosecute
cases of corruption, especially if these cases involve corruption on a small scale. For
example, there was a judge who received a bribe (some packages of cigarettes) and he
was asked to submit his resignation and the issue was solved quietly.143

The Palestinian judiciary has been the focus of significant donor countries’ attention
since the inception of the Palestinian Authority. Donor assistance included
infrastructure, equipment and refurbishment support to selected courthouses,
automation of selected courts and public prosecution sites, training for judges and
public prosecutors, strategy building, anti corruption and other reform-oriented
programs.  Most of the programs focused on the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC), the
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Attorney General (AG), and - to a lesser extent — the Ministry of Justice.  In 2005,
USAID started a program aiming to enhance and support the enforcement of court
decisions, among other things144. USAID and the EU also supported security sector
reform in the West Bank and Gaza, which also could be considered as part of
reforming the justice system.

Although donor assistance in this field has been primarily addressing the needs of the
formal justice sector, the “informal justice sector” also had its share.  Donor agencies
supported Palestinian law schools, the Palestinian Bar Association (PBA), civil
society organizations (CSOs), and Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) centres145.

The main donor countries and international bodies supporting the Palestinian judiciary
include the U.S. (through USAID, which provided technical assistance, training, and
infrastructure support through different projects since 1999), the EU (through the
European Commission—which launched a new project supporting the judiciary in
2005), Japan (whose support is coordinated with the UNDP, and is focused on
construction of courthouses and judicial training), Canada (Canadian International
Development Agency – CIDA - is expected to launch a two-year judicial training
program in 2006), the World Bank, France, and the Netherlands. Other donors and
international bodies supporting the judiciary include Italy, Qatar, the UNDP, the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and the ICRC
(International Committee of the Red Cross).  Donor organizations coordinate their
efforts in this arena through the Reform Support Group (RSG) – Judiciary.  They also
meet regularly with the relevant PNA bodies as well as with the civil society
organizations both individually and as a group146.

The impact of donor assistance to the judiciary remains controversial, as the outcomes
of rule of law programs, by nature, are long term, and often cannot be seen for years,
and sometimes decades, after their implementation.  However, one of the most visible
impacts of those programs is the creation of momentum among the legal and judicial
sector for development and reform.

6.7 Civil Service

The Palestinian civil service currently has more than 140 thousand employees (see
footnote 78) distributed among many governmental bodies including ministries,
governmental commissions, some PLO structures and public companies. The number
of employees has grown gradually since 1993. As was mentioned elsewhere in this
paper, the PNA inherited the civil service structure of the Israeli civil administration,
mainly teachers, health workers and social workers. In addition the PNA had to place
the old PLO officials in civilian posts, therefore new ministries were created. There is
a Palestinian public commission that appoints civil servants named the commission of
employees’ affairs. The general director of the commission is appointed by the
president. The Palestinian civil service was much criticized not only because of
nepotism and favoritism in appointments (most of the employees were from Fateh
Faction) but also because of lack of transparency in advertising the jobs. Little
consideration was given to qualifications needed for the post. The governmental
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organizations had a structure of a reversed pyramid by which the number employees
at the level of director, director general and deputy minister was larger than the
number of employees at lesser levels.147 The reason was mainly economic since the
higher posts received salaries of more than 3,000 Shekels (equivalent to 600 US$),
while the others received up to 1,500 Shekels. The level of employment was not
decided according to the structure of the ministry or administration but according to
the person’s position in Fateh or a letter signed by Arafat granting him/her this
position without reference to the Minister of the Commission of Employees’ Affairs.
It was estimated that 10% of employees received 60% of the total salaries of the PNA
while the other 90% received only 40%.148

Other problems were related to the large number of employees who were not
physically present in their posts, either because they were fake posts or because
people did not live in the West bank and Gaza Strip. Their salaries were transferred to
bank accounts which they could access from abroad. Other employees were appointed
by the commission of employees’ affairs but were physically positions in public
companies or in some NGOs close to prominent officials in the PNA, or in PLO
structures such as the General Union of Palestinian Women, who did not have a
working place or a specific job description.149 Therefore many employees received
salaries without working or providing any service. The civil service sector employs
more than 35% of the labor force. The PNA is the largest single employer in the
Palestinian Territories but the system is inactive and does not provide quality services.

The civil service was not regulated until 1998. In July 1998 the Civil Service Law No.
4 of 1998 was enacted to regulate the PNA bureaucracy by setting guidelines for a
uniform salary scale, standardized qualifications for positions and titles, and
procedures for performance reviews, appointment, and removal from office. In
subsequent months, as the Civil Service Law became mired in an implementation
crisis and with insufficient funds the PNA decided to implement the administrative
part of the law without the financial implications. In April 2005 an amendment to the
Civil Service Law was introduced and Law No. 4 of 2005 amending law No. 4 of
1998 was enacted. The new amendments changed the scale of the positions and
entered new provisions regarding work accidents. The Civil Service Law established
an office to be responsible for supervising the implementation of the Law,
recommending procedures policies and structures concerning the civil service,
managing and developing the human resources (articles 6 and 7). The total number of
civil service employees in the PNA was about 140,000 by the end of 2005, costing the
general budget more than 1 billion USD a year. 150

In February 1999 the World Bank produced a comprehensive report, Strengthening
Public Sector Management, which called for improvement in a number of areas,
particularly in the civil service and personnel management structure151. The report
noted the excessive and unplanned hiring and overlap in responsibilities between the
various PNA ministries and institutions.

As was mentioned elsewhere, there is no unified Palestinian criminal code. In the
West Bank the Jordanian penal code No. 16 of 1960 is applicable, while in Gaza the
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Penal Law No. 72 of 1936 and its amendments are applicable. The two laws contain
provisions that prohibit bribery. Articles 169 – 170 deal with the crime of bribery.
Article 169 defines the “public servant”, for the purpose of Section 3 which deals with
the crimes against public service, as every person, whether elected or appointed or
seconded or commissioned to do public service. According to the definition, judges
and any civil or military officer are considered public servants. The definition in the
Criminal Law broadens the meaning of public servant to include persons who are not
considered so according to the Civil Service Law. The Criminal Law No. 16 of 1960
punishes any public servant who accepts a bribe by 6 months – 2 years in prison and
with a fine from 10-200 JD (article 170).

Article 171 of the same Law punishes public servants who ask for a bribe or a gift in
order to do something illegal or to refrain from doing one of his duties with 1-2 years
in prison and with fine from 20-200 JD. Article 106 of the Criminal Law applicable in
Gaza Strip punishes any public servant who accepts a bribe of up to 3 years in prison.
While article 109 of the same Law punishes with 2 years in prison the public servant
who accepts any gift or present (financial or in kind) in order to favor the person who
is offering this money or present. There are no rules in the Civil Service Law that
require the political independence of the public servant. The law of illicit enrichment
for 2005 includes some high ranking civil servants such as governors, directors,
deputy ministers and assistant deputy ministers in addition to special categories
number one and two (these are directors of commissions and governmental
organization in the position of ministers but non-political appointments). The law
requires all high ranking officials to provide a statement of their belongings and that
of their dependants. As mentioned elsewhere in this paper, this procedure has not been
implemented yet. There is no organization or commission which ensures that civil
servants comply with the law. Until the special commission of illicit enrichment is
established, this part of the law will remain useless.

The Civil Service Law regulates the appointment in the public sector (government
institutions). Article 14 of the Law states that no one shall be appointed in a public
position unless he/she possesses the requirements for the post. The Law stipulates
different procedures of appointment dependant on the level of the post.  According to
articles 16 and 17, heads of public institutions, general directors, and deputy ministers
are appointed by the President upon recommendation by the cabinet. First rank
employees are appointed by the cabinet upon recommendation of the head of the
relevant institution (article 17/2). Other employees are appointed by the head of the
relevant institution (article 18).

Promotion of civil servants is regulated in section five of the Civil Service Law of
1998. Article 43 states that no employee shall be promoted unless there is a vacancy
according to the budget, the employee spends the required number of years in his
position, and the employee receives evaluation of very good during all the years of his
service in his latest position. The criminal laws consider accepting a gift or hospitality
a crime if the purpose of the gift or hospitality is to influence the decision of the
public servant (article 109 of the Criminal Law applicable in Gaza) or if the gift was
given in return for a job the public servant is required to do according to his duties
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(article 170 of the Criminal Law applicable in the West Bank). However, there are no
detailed procedures or regulations that differentiate between different kinds of gift or
set a registry for this purpose.

In addition to the provision of the criminal laws that punish for certain behaviour by
civil servants, the Civil Service Law stipulates certain disciplinary procedures and
penalties that vary between notifications to dismissal from the public service (sections
4 and 5 of the Law). The Palestinian law provides no restrictions on post public
service employment. In addition, there are no provisions that regulate or set criteria
for publishing administrative decisions granting permits, licences, bank loans,
building plots, tax assessments. Although, the Civil Service Law regulates the
situation in which somebody wants to complain against the public servant, it does not
provide any provisions regarding the right of the civil servant to complain.

There are no sufficient provisions in the Palestinian laws that regulate the issue of
whistleblower protection. The only provisions is in the Law on Illicit Enrichment in
which obliges every civil servant to report  on any cases of Illicit enrichment that he
or she learns about (article 19/1). The law states that the employee who reports on
unlawful gain shall not be subject to disciplinary measures because of their reporting.
Article 30 of the law on Illicit Enrichment states that any one reports falsely on illicit
enrichment shall be punished with at lest 6 months in prison and a fine not less than
100 JD.

The Civil Service law states that if there is an official complaint against a civil
servant, his promotion shall be suspended until a decision is taken in the compliant.
In May 2005 the Council of Ministers adopted a bylaw that establishes a specialized
department in the Council of Ministers that handles complaints in addition to
establishing specialized units in each ministry and public institution. The Complaints
Department and the complaints units in the ministries are responsible for receiving
and following up complaints that are filed by the public in relation to the performance
of the relevant ministry or institution. In addition, citizens can file complaints to the
PLC or the Palestinian Independent Commission for Citizens’ Rights (PICCR).

6.8 Police and Prosecutors

More than 70 thousand persons are employed by 6 different security forces. The
expense of these forces is about 37% of the Palestinian national budget. The security
forces are: police, national security, presidential security, preventive security, general
security and civil defence152.  Article 84 of the Basic Law states that “Security Forces
and the Police are a regular force. It is the armed force in the country, its function is to
defend the country, serve people, protect the community and maintain public order,
security and morals. It shall perform its duties within the limits prescribed by law,
with complete respect to rights and freedoms. Security Forces and the Police shall be
regulated by law.”

According to article 39 of the Basic Law, the President is the Commander-in-Chief of
the Palestinian Forces (that includes the police and other security forces). The
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president is responsible for appointing heads of security forces including the police.
This remains a huge area of conflict between the president’s office and the prime
minister because the minister of interior should be responsible for the police. The
scale of the problem is greater with Hamas winning the last elections and the fact that
both parts of the executive have political differences and different agendas. This is not
to say that differences were not there before. After the creation of the prime minister’s
position one of the major disputes between Abu Mazen (the prime minister then) and
President Arafat centred on security forces and control over them. The unification of
security forces was a major issue in addition to disclosure of the members' names, and
receiving salaries through the bank.

Members of security forces are recruited through a system controlled by favouritism
and nepotism. Most of the members from the security forces are from Fateh. In certain
forces no advertising for new openings takes place. Members are selected according
to their loyalty to the head of the force. Security forces are not trusted. On the
contrary some of them are accused of corruption, monopoly of certain check points
and crossings, dominance and use of power for personal gain. Others are weak and
lack the ability to control the internal security situation in the PNA areas. After Hamas
formed the government, the new minister of interior Mr. Said Siam could not work
with the security forces who considered themselves under the control of the president.
He formed an additional force called the executive force, mainly from members of
Hamas who were supposed to maintain control on the internal security in the Gaza
strip. Instead the new force became busy fighting the other security forces which
created more insecurity and reduced people's trust in security forces.

Currently, the police force is not an independent body. It works under the command
of the Minister of the Interior. Service in the Security Forces Law No. 8 of 2005
regulates the service in security forces including the appointment, promotion,
discipline, dismissal, and retirement of members of the security forces, including top
level officers. Article 90 of the Law prohibits members of the security forces,
including the police from political activism or belonging to a political party or faction,
or to participate in electoral campaigns.

Public prosecutors work under the Attorney General of the PNA and have the same
obligations and duties of judges. The Judiciary Law No. 1 of 2002 (and its
amendments) applies to them. They are not allowed to be members in any political
party or faction (article 16), they cannot run for elections, and they are not allowed to
be activists (article 29).

There is no independent mechanism to handle complaints of corruption against the
police. There have been no reports on police officers suspected of corruption, been
prosecuted or seriously disciplined or dismissed, in the last five years.

There have been no cases of corruption within the prosecuting agencies so far. The
prosecution agency, like the judiciary, tends to solve any cases of corruption or
bribery against public prosecutors quietly, “in order to keep the good image of the
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judicial system”153 In addition to Law No. 8 of 2005, the Military Criminal Law
applies to police officers who commit cases of corruption or bribery154.

The main donor to the Palestinian police force is the EU COPPS Unit. Its purpose is
to both support immediate operational priorities and help promote necessary future
changes155. This unit was established in 2003 mainly to support and develop the
Palestinian police forces. All the projects that come to the police force should be
coordinated through the EU COPPS. Other donors have also taken part in giving aid:
Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Japan, and China.156 The main issues that were funded
and of interest to donors were building the police forces, building the Ministry of
Interior, provision of equipment and training for the safe disposal of explosive
ordnance, infrastructure for prisons, protection of human rights, combating narcotics,
and electronic archiving for the Ministry of the Interior that helps in following up the
status of each citizen.  Also there were some projects which aimed at involving the
community with the police force157. The Ministry of Interior, which is responsible for
the security forces, including the police forces, did not have the vision and
identification of the needs of the ministry.158 There was supposed to be a consortium
of donors that was supposed to include a representative from the Ministry of the
Interior, but the Ministry did not have professional staff to follow it up, so it ended up
as ineffective159. The Ministry does not keep records or does not have proper archiving
for agreements with the donors; therefore, the Ministry does not have exact numbers
regarding donor assistance160.

6.9 Public Procurement

Procurement in the PNA is regulated by two separate laws: Procurement Law No. (9)
of 1998 (or General Supplies Law) and Law No. (6) of 1999 on Public Works
Tenders. The first law governs procurement of goods and services, while the second
one regulates procurement of construction. The General Supplies Law was
supplemented by detailed regulations161, while there are no such regulations under the
Public Works Law. Two ministries are thus involved in procurement policy – the
Ministry of Finance, which has a procurement monitoring unit, and the Ministry of
Public Works and Housing.

Both laws are only partially enforced, and many spending units have developed their
own independent procurement practices. In addition, many purchases are done
according to different donor procurement requirements. A World Bank Country
Procurement Assessment Review recommended establishing an independent
Oversight Procurement Authority and drafting a revised and unified procurement
law162.

In general, rules for public procurement require competitive bidding for all major
procurements. However, there are limited exceptions that allow for direct purchasing
or procurement without tendering (article 7 of the General Supplies Law). According
to the 1998 law there are three types of procurement committees: the central
procurement committee, department procurement committee, and the governorate
procurement committee. The central committee is responsible for major works such as
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governmental buildings, water, roads, electrical works, etc. This committee is chaired
by the director of the central committee, a representative from the Ministry of Finance
appointed by the minister, a representative of the concerned ministry appointed by the
minister, two members of the department responsible for the bidding, and two
specialized persons appointed by the minister. The committee is valid for one year
renewable. None of the committee members should be a member of more than two
committees. The decisions are taken with the presence of a minimum of five members
and decisions are taken with a majority of minimum five votes.

The department's procurement committee is chaired by the deputy minister. Members
are two specialized experts, two representatives from the central procurement
committee appointed by the minister and a representative from the ministry of
finance. In the governorate committee the director of public works is the chair person
of the committee. Members are representatives of the Ministry of Local Government,
representatives of the Ministry of Finance, representative of the central procurement
committee, and a representative of the Ministry of Interior.

According to the General Supplies Law the documents of the tender are part of the
tender dossier which is available for any interested supplier subject to tender fees.
Sole sourcing is only permissible in a few cases enumerated in the General Supplies
Law (article 7). Procurement of goods or services that exceeds 15,000 USD shall be
done through a tendering committee and after proper advertising in the local
newspapers.  Procurement decisions are communicated to the suppliers who
participated in the tender. There are no provisions that require the decisions to be
published.

Both of the Law of General Supplies and the Law of Public Work do not provide for
procedures to request review of procurement decisions. However, all decisions by the
executive branch can be challenged before the High Court. Both Laws do not provide
provisions for debarment of companies proved to have bribed in a procurement
process. There are no specific procedures in the two laws that deal with procurement
in regards that prevent nepotism and conflict of interest in public procurement.
However, the general rules in the Basic Law, Civil Service Law, and the Law on
Illicit Enrichment apply to public procurement.

Members of the tendering committees are subject to the law on Illicit Enrichment
(article 2/9) and therefore their assets and incomes are subject to the monitoring of the
Commission on Illicit Enrichment. However, the Law on Illicit Enrichment has not
been enforced yet.

Lack of transparency and integrity in public procurement is one of the major areas of
corruption in the PNA. There are many cases where companies owned by relatives or
friends won the bidding especially when purchasing equipment and cars or insurance.
One of the cases investigated by the PLC is the case of purchasing cars which were
not according to the specifications in the procurement dossier. The economic
committee investigated the case and referred it to the Attorney-General but no action
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was taken. This area is still a major challenge in building a national integrity
system.163

6.10 Ombudsman

There is no official ombudsman in the PNA. However, the Palestinian Independent
Commission for Citizens’ Rights (PICCR) partially performs the role of the
ombudsman. The PICCR was established on 30 September 1993, upon a Presidential
Decree issued by President Arafat. The decree was subsequently published in the
Official Gazette164. In addition to the Presidential Decree, Article 31 of the Basic Law
states that “an independent commission for human rights shall be established by law,
which will specify its formation, duties, and mandate. The Commission shall submit
its reports to the President of the National Authority, and to the Palestinian Legislative
Council.”

According to its internal by-laws, PICCR is “an independent Palestinian institution set
up pursuant to Palestinian law, with the purpose of acting as “ombudsman” or Diwan
Mathalem.” PICCR’s responsibilities and duties as outlined in its internal by-laws are
to ensure the rule of law, contribute to the building of legal institutions, propose and
review legislation to ensure the basic rights and freedoms of citizens, and to monitor
the activities of the PNA and all other public bodies and institutions for any abuse of
authority, misuse of public funds, and violations of fundamental rights and freedoms
of citizens.165

The PICCR is almost entirely dependent on external funding. To carry out its many
tasks, it must appeal for support to the international donors. The main donors of the
PICCR are Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland and Switzerland. There are also other
donors who would support the PICCR for certain training or limited budget activities.
PICCR received funds estimated by $1,245,381 for the year 2005, another $1,351,703
for the year 2007, and $1,396,396 in 2007, a total of $3,993,480 for three years
(PICCR plan for three years). 166 There is a condition that is imposed on PICCR that if
it wants to get funds from other sources than the EU countries, it should get the
approval of those main donors. They say that they need donors with the same
perspectives and visions as theirs 167.

In practice, PICCR does not follow up complaints about mal-administration unless the
alleged maladministration causes injury or violation to one of the human rights of the
plaintiff168. The PICCR is headed by a board of commissioners that is composed of
17-19 members169 who are according to the PICCR “well known for their integrity and
honesty, and who are committed to PICCR’s values and principles.”170 There is no
system for appointing these commissioners. In fact they were appointed by President
Arafat when he first established the PICCR with a presidential decree (no 59/1995)
and have not changed since then. Some of the commissioners who were absent from
regular meetings were asked to express interest or resign. Other commissioners
nominated additional names and accepted them by majority. There has been a draft
law for the commission in the PLC for two years. The draft law suggests criteria for
selecting commissioners based on nomination from a committee who submits the
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names for the PLC to select from them. Until the law passes through the legislative
process the situation will remain without a change in the commissioners.171   The
PICCR is considered to be independent from the government. The Board of
Commissioners is the ultimate decision-maker in the Commission. There are 41
employees in the commission distributed in 6 offices in Ramallah, Nablus,
Bethlehem, Hebron, Gaza, and Khan Younis. Appointments in the PICCR take place
in the organizations, based on qualifications required and advertisements in the local
newspapers. A selection committee is composed of the senior staff in the
organization. The director is appointed by the board of commissioners for four years
(not renewable).

In practice, the PNA has never intervened in the work of the PICCR or in the
composition of its Board. There have been no cases of removal of the any board
member since its establishment172. According to PICCR’s complaint handling
mechanism, petitioners should mention their names and identity when they submit a
complaint. However, if the plaintiff fears possible retaliation the Commission treats
his complaint with confidentiality and does not mention his name to the relevant
authorities173.

PICCR publishes an annual report on the status of citizen’s right in the WBGS, which
covers areas such as the rule of law, good governance, and the separation of powers.
The annual report is submitted to the President and the Speaker of the Palestinian
Legislative Council (PLC) and then launched in a high profile public event174. The
annual reports usually make recommendations to the three branches of the
government (executive, legislature, and judiciary) to improve their performance
regarding separation of powers, the rule of law, respect for citizens’ rights and good
governance. The recommendations are not always adopted by the relevant authorities.
In the cases where the relevant authorities did adopt the recommendation, it is not
clear if this was done because of the recommendation, or based on other factors (e.g.
pressure by donors or other civil and political institutions).

6.11 Investigative/Watchdog Agencies

The Law on Illicit Enrichment was signed by the interim president in January 2005
and entered into force in March 2005. The Law establishes a commission named the
Commission on Illicit Enrichment. The Commission is composed of a Chairman or
Head of the commission and sufficient number of employees. The Head of the
Commission is appointed for a term of 7 years by the president upon nomination by
the cabinet and approval of the PLC (article 3). The Head of the Commission is
responsible before the PLC (article 6) and he can not be removed without a majority
decision by the PLC (article 6/2). In June 2005 President Abbas appointed the PLC
member at that time Mr. Ibrahim Abu Alnaja as the head of the Commission175.
However, Abu Alnaja’s appointment has not been submitted to the PLC for approval.
Since the appointment of Abu Alnaja, no tangible steps have been made to launch the
commission. The current political uncertainty and the continuous political competition
between Fateh and Hamas in addition to the continuous international boycott of the
Hamas government has put everything on hold.
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The main responsibilities of the Commission as outlined in the Law are to receive and
keep the asset disclosure statements, verify the assets of those who are subject to the
provision of the Law, and to investigate cases of illicit enrichment (article 8). The
Commission does no have prosecution authorities. It only can refer to the attorney
general (article 21). The newly elected PLC vowed to activate the Commission and to
enforce its law.

Recently, the Attorney-General set up a department called the First Department that is
in charge of prosecuting all crimes committed against “public money”. These crimes
include corruption by public officials in addition to crimes committed by private
individuals such as tax crimes or theft of public assets.176 The department is following
up on the cases of corruption that the Attorney-General announced that he is
investigating.

6.12 Media

Article (27) of the Basic Law states that “Establishment of newspapers and all media
means is a right for all, guaranteed by this Basic Law. However, their financing
resources shall be subject to law” the law also states that “Freedom of audio, visual,
and written media, as well as freedom to print, publish, distribute, transmit, together
with the freedom of individuals working in this field, is guaranteed by this Basic Law,
and other related laws.” According to the Basic Law, censorship of the media is
prohibited and no warning, suspension, confiscation, cancellation, or restrictions shall
be imposed on the media except by law, and in based on a courts decision (article
27/3)

The Press and Publications Law No. 9 of 1995 regulate the Palestinian media.  The
Law stipulates that all media shall be licensed by the Ministry of Information.  The
Press and Publication Law was enacted before the establishment of the PLC and
therefore before the enactment of the Basic Law.  The PLC, on the other had, never
attempted to enact a new media law. Some experts believe that the Law is outdated
and contradicts the Basic Law, and does not cover all areas of media tools (i.e. audio
and visual media)177. The PLC has not yet revised this Law so as to bring it in line
with the Basic Law and international standards in this area.

The Law imposes great restrictions on the Palestinian media and its work. For
instance, although Article (4) provides for freedom of the press and of publishing,
Article 7 stipulates that it is illegal to publish anything “that goes against the public
order” or “contradicts the principles of national responsibility” or publish that which
is “inconsistent with morals” or which may “shake belief in the national currency.”
These restrictions are backed up with censorship powers as publications must deposit
copies with the government prior to distribution, in breach of Article 27 of the Basic
Law, which prohibits censorship of the media.178 The law does not specify a certain
organization or body responsible for censorship. However, any publication, or new
radio or TV station needs a permit and approval from the ministry of information and
the ministry of telecommunication. The two ministries have un-written but practised
regulations to consult with security forces who give the final word regarding the
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permits. Journalists are more worried by the censorship that is practised by influential
personalities, security forces, armed militias and tribal/familial groups.179

The Palestinian Authority operates two television stations and one radio station. In
addition, there is an official news agency (WAFA) that works under the Palestinian
President. Palestinian media are licensed by the Ministry of Information.  According
to the Ministry of Information, there are 28 private radio stations operating in the
West Bank and 9 in Gaza, in addition to 32 private TV stations in the West Bank180.
The growth of private broadcasting started in the 1990s especially after the
establishment of the PNA.

There are three daily newspapers. One of them depends heavily on PNA support in
the form of direct subsidies.181 The other two newspapers (Alquds and Al-Ayyam) are
privately owned. Arab satellite TV stations (e.g. Aljazeera, Alarabeya) are highly
watched in the WBGS.

Some Palestinian factions and political parties have their own media and weekly or bi-
weekly newspapers. The newspapers owned by these parties practise criticism of the
PNA at different levels. While Alrisla newspaper, close to Hamas, criticises the PNA
and covers cases of corruption, other parties’ media do not practise real criticism of
the PNA and do not cover corruption cases sufficiently. 182

According to the annual Worldwide Press Freedom Index by Reporters without
Borders, the occupied Palestinian Territories rank 115 of 167 countries183. The
Ministry of Information (or any other official body) does not practise prior censorship
of the media. The 1995 Palestinian Press Law states, “No security agency has any
right to question, interrogate, detain, incarcerate or arrest a journalist on matters
pertaining to his work.” The law does not provide for formal censorship, but Article
37 prohibits the publication of articles that may cause harm to national unity.
However, the Palestinian authority limits freedom of speech and the security services
have regularly shut down media outlets, banned publication or broadcast of material,
and harassed or detained journalists, including foreign reporters. Self-censorship by
Palestinian journalists is widespread. Self censorship is also highly practised and due
to the fact that some private TV and radio stations and newspapers were closed by
Palestinian security forces184. The official TV and radio stations provide the official
point view of the PNA. Publicly-owned media provide the official point view of the
government (recently of the President) and do not usually cover the views of
government critics185.

The Ministry of Information licenses the media. The General Intelligence Directorate
has established a Bureau of Press Information to accredit and monitor foreign media.
The Voice of Palestine Radio and two television stations are government-controlled,
but many private media and research organizations maintain an active presence in
print and online.

One of the positive signs that was witnessed during both the presidential elections of
2005 and the parliamentary elections of 2006 was that the Palestinian official TV and
satellite channel, with cooperation with the Central Elections Commission, organised
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a show in which candidates and lists were given an equal opportunity to present their
platforms.

In general, the Palestinian local media does not seriously and deeply cover corruption
cases. Journalists and media tools generally fear reaction of the PNA or the
individuals who have been accused of corruption therefore they tend to cover the
corruption cases in a "polite" way186. Articles and columns on corruption appear
occasionally in the Palestinian media. Such articles tend to address the issue of
corruption in general terms, without specifying names or special cases.

6.13 Civil Society

The PLO had mobilized dispersed populations in the absence of a formal state and
had combined state and civil society in its own structures. Indeed, the PLO was
composed of labour unions, student unions, teachers’ unions, women's unions,
writers’ unions, productive enterprises, research centres, and NGOs, in addition to its
own political structures, such as the Executive Committee and the PNC187.

Civil society flourished in Israeli-occupied Palestine after the breakout of the Intifada
in December 1987 and the withdrawal of Jordanian public services in 1988. New self-
help associations proliferated to fill the vacuum. With the signing with Israel of the
Declaration of Principles in September 1993, however, the PLO gained international
recognition and established the PNA to govern parts of occupied Palestine. The
Authority has attempted to assert its control over Palestine’s rich collection of
NGOs188.

In December 1998, the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) passed the Law of
Charitable Associations and Community Organizations. This law repealed the
Ottoman Law of Charitable Organizations and the Law of Charitable Organizations
No. 33 of 1966 that were effective previously.

According to Article 3 of the NGO Law, “the competent ministry will set up a
department responsible for the registration of the associations and organizations in co-
ordination with the competent ministry.” Associations or organizations may collect
contributions from the public and carry out any social services provided these services
are compatible with the developmental priorities of Palestinian society. Foreign
organizations that want to establish ties with Palestinian NGOs must apply to the
competent ministry, which, in turn, consults with the Ministry of Planning and
International Cooperation regarding the application. It is not possible to confiscate
funds of associations or organizations, or close them, or conduct a search in their main
and branch offices without an order issued by the competent ministry.

Palestinians have one of the most vibrant civil societies in the Middle East,
organizations bringing people together to advocate for more democratic change.
These groups have provided a range of basic services from healthcare to shelter and
food, taking on an even wider role in the past decade to articulate the needs of their
constituents and promote democratic reforms189. In 2005 there were 1,370 NGOs in
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the West Bank and around 500 in the Gaza Strip. There are some NGOs that are not
yet registered, either because they have not yet submitted a re-registration according
to the NGOs law 1/2000, or because they are located in Jerusalem and worried about
their legal status, or because their files are under revision within the ministry of
interior.

76.6% of the Palestinian NGOs are located in the West Bank and 23.4% in the Gaza
Strip. 56.3% of the NGOs in the Gaza Strip were established after the establishment
of the Palestinian Authority. There are NGOs in 232 out of 645 localities in the West
Bank compared to only 23 out of 41 localities in the Gaza strip. 60.2% of the NGOs
are located in cities, 29.3% in villages and 10.5% in refugee camps. In the West bank
there are almost the same number of NGOs in the North, Middle and South of the
West Bank. At the same time the NGOs are concentrated in the big cities (Jerusalem,
Ramallah and Al Beireh, Hebron, Bethlehem and Nablus). In the Gaza Strip most
NGOs are in Gaza city. The south of the Gaza strip has the least number of NGOs.
There is an NGO for every 2,987 persons in the West Bank and one for every 5,476
persons in the Gaza Strip190.

The Basic Law states that Palestinians shall have the right to participate in political
life individually and in groups. They shall have the right in particular to form and
establish unions, guilds, associations, societies, clubs, and popular institutions in
accordance with the law (Article 26). The Law of Charitable Associations and
Community Organizations number 1 of 2000 provides the legal framework for the
functioning of NGOs in the WBGS. The Law is considered as a modus operandi
between the Palestinian Authority and NGOs.

The law requires NGOs to register at the Ministry of Interior. The Ministry can close
down an association for substantive violations of its bylaws and after notice and
failure to correct.  The Association can appeal this decision to the court. The Law
allows associations to engage in any social, economic, cultural, developmental, or
other activities or services that will enhance the life of citizens in the social, health,
professional, material, spiritual, artistic, cultural, and educational fields (article 1).

The Law has been strengthened by having the Council of Ministers approve on 29
November 2003 Bylaws for the Law of Charitable Associations. Prior to the approval
of this Bylaw, the ministry of interior used to enforce bylaws that contradicted the
Law of Charitable Associations and the Basic Law. Civil society organizations such
as the Palestinian Centre for Human Rights have been quick to criticize the new law,
yet most of them have learned to work their way around the cumbersome regulations,
and many enjoy external financing from Western donors. Research organizations have
been shut down only to reappear as strong as ever under new names. The West Bank
and Gaza still hosts a richer variety of professional, research, welfare, charitable, and
human rights organizations than most of its neighbours. At least thirty-six NGOs and
sixteen research centers have active presences on the Internet. Many privately owned
media also survive, despite efforts of the Authority to clamp down upon them191.
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There is no Palestinian law that addresses the issue of access to information. The
Basic Law also does not mention this issue. However, the PLC approved in the
general discussion a draft law on access to information and the draft is still to be
approved in the first and second reading192. The draft, which is considered the first in
the Arab World, provides for, among other things:

• Enforces transparency in public institutions

• States that all information and documents held by public institutions should be
accessible to the public, unless it falls under one of the exceptions specified in the
law.

• Obliges public institutions to publish information on the mechanism of work,
licensing, providing services, etc.

• Provides protection to public servants who disclose information regarding
violations.

• Enumerates certain exceptions that allow public institutions to withhold
information.

Palestinian public authorities generally co-operate with civil society groups. However,
this cooperation depends very much on the person in-charge in the public institutions.
Campaigning against corruption is mainly done by civil society groups. Business
groups are not engaged in public campaigning against corruption. Civil society
institutions are very active in interacting with the PLC, through making submissions
to the legislature on proposed legislation or even some times through proposing draft
laws.

Palestinian civil society organizations rely predominantly on external support. In
advanced economies, much of this support comes from individuals and businesses.
But dire economic conditions in the West Bank and Gaza have underscored the need
for international funding193.

Palestinian civil society was engaged in calls for reform and building integrity
systems at early stages of its establishment. Issues of monitoring the PNA and calling
for access to information and more transparency were always high on the agendas of
civil society organizations. However the first specialized organization was established
in 2000 as a coalition between 6 civil society organizations representing different
sectors and including the strongest and most professional network of Palestinian
NGOs. A special civil society document was prepared and published in summer 2003
by the Palestinian Nongovernmental Organizations Network (PNGO) calling for
Palestinian reform. The document called for reform in the government and basic law,
calling for the establishment of a prime minister’s office as an executive authority
capable of presenting specific programs. The document also called for restructuring of
the governmental sector, respect of budgeting process and financial transactions,
reform in the democratization process by establishing an independent election
committee, improving judiciary and the rule of law, accountability and transparency
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of the government actions by giving attention to the general audit and monitoring
process.  The document viewed the civil society role in the reform process as an equal
partner to the concerned parties especially in preparing plans for reform and raising
public awareness of its concepts and importance. In addition the document stressed
the importance to set priorities for reform within civil society itself as well as
improving coordination, involvement and active participation in the process.

More specifically, and reflecting a principled commitment to the objectives of
ensuring integrity, transparency and accountability, in Palestine, a group of
Palestinian civil society organizations194 took the initiative in February 2000 to form
"The Coalition for Accountability and Integrity-AMAN." The purpose of the initiative
is to launch a program for combating corruption in Palestinian society, and the
achievement of the widest possible participation in its implementation.
Representatives of the founding institutions collectively comprise the executive body
of the coalition with the possibility of further additions according to need. The
establishment of Aman is considered a successful case study because of its
achievement in bringing integrity and accountability high on the political agenda.
Through its members Aman managed to tackle such issues in the different sectors of
the PNA (executive, judiciary and parliament) in addition to starting debates at the
NGO and private sector level. Aman succeeded in raising awareness on corruption
and in measuring the corruption index in Palestine. Lessons learnt from this case
study are the need for cooperation and networking amongst different stakeholders, the
need for a comprehensive integrity system and the need to create a culture of integrity
and anti-corruption. This initiative is also targeting weakness in the public sector,
however from the civil society point of view. Although Aman can be seen as an
integrity initiative, it helped to raise awareness and especially engage people in public
debate on corruption cases.

6.14 Regional and Local Government

WBGS is divided into 16 administrative divisions that also serve as electoral
divisions: 11 in the West Bank (Jerusalem, Jericho, Bethlehem, Hebron, Nablus,
Jenin, Tulkarm, Qalqilya, Tubas, Salfit, and Ramallah) and 5 in the Gaza Strip (Gaza
North, Gaza City, Deir El Balah, Khan Younis, and Rafah).  There are 331 municipal
councils in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

As a result of the Israeli occupation and the lack of a Palestinian central government,
local institutions took control of services. In addition, the municipal governments are
fiscally relatively decentralized. Municipalities have independence to develop their
own budgets, which are primarily allocated towards infrastructure development
projects.

Fund transfers from the national government only accounted for 15% of total
revenues. In Gaza, municipalities collected property taxes directly and kept 90% of
revenues, while passing on the remaining 10% to the national government. In the
West Bank, the proportions of distribution were the same, but the national
government collects property taxes195. Other taxes, such as the fuel tax, were centrally
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collected and supposed to be partially transferred to the municipalities according to
the laws. The 1997 Local Authorities Law provides for half of gasoline taxes, vehicle
registration fees and traffic fines to be transferred to local government for these
purposes. However, the PNA has not carried out these transfers, the reason given
being that some local governments are not paying their bills to Israeli utilities, and the
Government of Israel then deducted these utility arrears from the revenues (VAT, etc)
it collected for and transferred to the PNA. In rejoinder, the municipalities claim that
they have not been paid for utility services they provide to PNA ministries and
agencies. 196 The enforcement of these provisions remains under discussion. If they
received their share of fuel and licence revenues, they would not need aid. On the
other hand, a recent World Bank study for West Bank/Gaza by Fitz Ford finds that
“poor collection efficiency is emerging as the single most important source of cash
shortages for municipal services and functions”197 It worth noting that Palestinian
municipalities implement most infrastructure projects, which are financed primarily
by donor countries that provide oversight and whose priorities often take
precedence198.

The only local elections under occupation took place on 1976 in which representatives
of the national movement won. This result did not satisfy the occupation. Most of the
mayors were deported or killed later. The Israeli occupation appointed municipal
councils who were loyal to the Israelis. After establishing the PNA, a ministry of local
government was established and appointed all local councils. The councils followed
the PNA rules and regulations including a special governorate procurement committee
as it was mention above. Disputes over the local elections law of 1996 prevented
elections. Later, the political leadership and president Arafat were worried by the
expansion of Hamas supporters at the grassroots level, a reason for further delays in
conducting elections. In 2004 a new elections law was presented. National dialogue
between different political groups in Cairo supported adoption of proportional system
by which elections took place based on lists.

Elections in the Palestinian local authorities took place gradually. The first stage of
the municipal elections in the West Bank since 1976 took place on December 23,
2004 and covered Jericho and 25 villages in the West Bank. The first municipal
elections in Gaza strip took place on January 27, 2005 in towns that represent
electoral districts. The second stage of municipal elections took place in 84 towns and
villages in the West Bank and Gaza Strip on May 5, 2005. The third phase of
Palestinian Municipal elections took place on September 29, 2005, and a fourth phase
occurred on December 8, 2005. Yet, there is still need for a fifth round of local
elections to cover the remaining 66 municipalities where local elections have not
happened since 1976199.
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7. Discussion of Key Issues

7.1 The NIS: Integrity Institutions

In general, some achievements have been accomplished regarding building a national
integrity system and institutions in the PNA. Accomplishments of reform are evident
in three main areas. The first is structural reform. Constitutional reform by
amending the basic law and introducing new legislation has established a better
separation of the legislative and executive bodies and full independence of the
legislative body. The creation of the prime ministerial position has limited the powers
of the President. Although the president kept significant powers, the Palestinian prime
minister is stronger than most of his counterparts in the Arab world.

The second is governance reform. Fiscal reforms that started in 2002 resulted in
more governmental transparency, although it did not necessarily lead to financial
accountability. These reforms have been mainly in the financial sector, as the
improvement of financial transparency is essential for overall reform. The PNA
undertook significant steps to reform the internal structures of various ministries to
improve their operation.

The third is political reform.  There was international emphasis on the importance of
holding elections as a necessary first step towards political reform. Consequently,
local, presidential, and parliamentary elections took place over the last two years.
However, the results of the PLC elections have led to an aggressive stance by the
international community who decided to cut all aid to the newly elected Palestinian
government.

The three types of reform are still moving in parallel paths. The inter-relations and
interdependence between the different steps of reform were acknowledged (for
example in the mid-term developmental plan and the governmental budgetary
statement) and the different paths were coming closer before the last elections in
January 2006. With the change of government and the international boycott the
interdependency lost focus and efforts for reform became more fragmented. For
example instead of unifying the security forces and holding the minister of interior
responsible, a new security force called the “executive force” was established to
support the Hamas minister of interior. On the other hand investigating cases of
corruption became a political tool used to prove that the two major political powers
are concerned about reform and change.

One of the main lessons to be learnt from the Palestinian case is that a willingness to
achieve political settlement of the conflict should not undermine indicators of
integrity. The international community closing an eye to some corrupt practices
within the PNA and hoping that political leaders would conclude a political deal was
not a good strategy. The increased unrest and lack of trust weakened Fateh as a
governing party. Historical political leaders who could solve the conflict were
punished in the last elections mainly for high corruption perceptions. The donors and
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international community should make integrity indicators a requirement within the
peace negotiations. Close monitoring and assessment tools and mechanisms should be
implemented from the outset of the disbursement of funds.

7.2 Sequence

Palestinian institutions have experienced six phases of development towards more
integrity since the signing of the Oslo Accords in 1993. The first phase (1993-1996)
revealed a Palestinian Authority that was similar to regimes in many Arab countries.
The laws issued resembled those of neighbouring countries, particularly Egypt and
Jordan. The structure was authoritarian, based on a strong presidency with immense
powers granted to the security forces. In 1996, a second phase began with the election
of the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC). The PLC set out to draft a series of laws
that were intended to transform the Palestinian National Authority into a democracy.
These laws were relatively liberal in many respects, and attempted to limit the powers
of the presidency and the security forces. Yet these laws could not be implemented
without the approval of President Arafat, and he did not implement many of them (in
many cases, he did not even sign them into law). This left Palestinian institutions
democratic on paper, but in reality authoritarian. The third phase began in September
2000 with the outbreak of the second Intifada. Issues of reform became subordinate to
the immediate crisis with Israel, hindering any progress on the reform agenda. This
changed in April 2002 following the Israeli incursions into major Palestinian cities in
the West Bank and Gaza, which marked the beginning of the fourth phase, when the
Palestinians realized that their weak institutions could not adequately fulfil their needs
or face Israeli challenges. Pressure from the United States and the European Union,
who wanted a new leadership “not tainted by violence”, forced the reform agenda into
the international spotlight. The process of Palestinian reform was revitalized.

The fifth phase started with the election of president Mahmoud Abbas in January
2005. Abbas made major appointments in key institutions (e.g. the Attorney general,
Financial and Administrative Auditing Bureau, security forces), lifted the protection
on corrupt officials that they enjoyed during President Arafat’s era, and strongly
supported holding the PLC elections which were never to take place under President
Arafat.

The sixth phase started after the 2006 PLC elections. Although the elections were
conducted with enormous support from the international community, and were
supposed to reinforce and foster the reform agenda, the international community was
not happy with the outcome of these elections and therefore decided to cut aid on the
newly elected government and to channel financial support through the President’s
office rather than the Ministry of Finance. This has led to reversing the reform plans
that were supported by the international community and to further pushing the reform
agenda to a lower level. In addition, the election of a Hamas-led government with the
presence of a president who belongs to Fateh has significantly complicated the
internal political situation and paralyzed Palestinian institutions.
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7.3 Effectiveness of Anti-corruption Reforms in Reconstruction

This section will list some of the main achievements within the reform process in the
PNA so far and some of the challenges ahead. There is no doubt that awareness of
corruption and reform increased dramatically in the last two years. It was a strong
basis for election campaigns and the recent political change in the Palestinian
Territories as was mentioned elsewhere in this study.

On the Executive level the basic law was amended twice on March 2003 to create a
prime minister’s position and in August 2005 to define the period of presidency for 4
years renewable twice only which is a basic achievement in reform especially in
comparison to other Arab countries where presidents stay for life. However,
arguments and disputes on the roles of the president and the prime minister remain
unsolved which is still a challenge for reform and institutional building. The prime
minister’s office and the president’s office were institutionalized especially in 2004
and 2005. The office of the prime minister became more transparent. Minutes of
meetings were available to the public. Decisions were announced and the relation with
the PLC as well as other ministries became more systematic and well regulated. The
office started to be an institution for reform especially during the eighth and ninth
governments. In 2005 the prime minister’s office took a more active role in fighting
corruption. Many decisions were taken. For example, a decision on 6 September 2005
suspended the deputy minister of prisoners’ affairs due to allegations of
mismanagement of public funds200. In October 2005, the deputy minister of
transportation and some of the ministry’s employees were sanctioned for “misuse of
public position”201 .

In addition, financial reform took place at a different level. On 20 June 2005 a
governor for the Palestinian monetary fund was appointed. Dr. George Al-Abed is
recognized world wide for his work in the IMF. On 22 June 2005 the prime minister’s
office issued a unified financial procedure for all ministries. A unified budget system
(of incomes and expenditures) was implemented in the ministry of finance which
prevented expenses outside the budgetary system. The budget itself was placed on the
internet and made available to the general public. However, the budget still needs to
be connected to the government's program and more details should be provided
accordingly. The more recent challenge is the boycott of the Hamas government by
the international community which is placing more pressure on the integrity of the
financial system. Money has been transferred to the president's office which is not
equipped to cope with this flow of funding. Hamas leaders are collecting funds in the
name of the Palestinian people and do not submit it all to the treasury. What was
achieved between 2003 and 2005 is threatened at the moment, proving how fragile
these post conflict situations are.

On the Legislature level the amendment of the basic law in 2005 stated that the PLC
period is four years and enforced periodical elections every four years.

On the Electoral Commission, many achievements were accomplished in terms of
establishing an independent elections commission in 2003 and re-establishing it in
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2005, in building a transparent and accountable administrative system of elections, in
ratifying new election laws for local and parliamentary elections and in conducting
successful, transparent and fair elections on the local (for 264 councils in 2004 and
2005), presidency (on 9 January 2005)  and parliamentary levels (on 25 January
2006). The greatest challenge ahead is to change election law to a full proportional
system. The current mixed system proved to be unfair in terms of its ability to
represent people's opinions. Results of the Parliamentary elections show that Hamas
got 44% of the total number of votes and 56% of the total number of seats while Fateh
won 41% of the votes and only 34% of the Parliamentary seats. Smaller political
factions had little chance to be represented. Another challenge is the completion of
local council elections (the fifth stage).

Political Party Funding and Expenditure is a major area of challenge in the
integrity system. There is a need to pass a party law which organizes funding,
expenditure and membership. There is a need to improve the role of political parties in
the reform agenda as well as in increasing internal integrity within the parties. The
post conflict situation is particularly sensitive when some political groups want to
continue resistance and use claims of secrecy to cover for lack of democracy and good
governance within the party and in its relation to the PNA.

On the Supreme Audit Institution, a law on administrative and financial audit was
endorsed on 27 December 2004. A director for the financial and administrative audit
was appointed in February 2006 by President Abu Mazen and endorsed by the PLC
however; the office has not submitted any reports yet. There is a need to activate and
strengthen the role of the general auditor in addition to providing the office with the
power and capacity to investigate suspicious cases.

A law on illicit enrichment was endorsed on April 2005. A commissioner (Mr.
Ibrahim Abul-Naja) was appointed as a commissioner on illicit enrichment, however,
this appointment was not endorsed by the PLC; the commission was not formally
established and does not yet practice its duties.

On the Judiciary level, more corruption cases are investigated. The Attorney General
announced in February 2006 the existence of 72 cases of alleged corruption which are
under investigation. 25 persons were arrested for interrogation. However, due to the
weakness of the judiciary system, none of these cases was submitted to court and no
decisions were taken. A new Attorney-General was appointed in September 2005 (Mr.
Ahmad Moghani) replacing the old one (Mr. Hussein Abu Asi). A judge for the
supreme court (Judge Issa Abu Shaarar) was appointed in December 2006 after the
retirement of the previous judge who was 70 years old (Judge Zuheir Sourani). The
changes were valued because of pushing new blood into the system and the political
change in nature. For the first time in the history of Palestinian judiciary a competition
for selecting new judges took place in February 2005 instead of appointing judges
loyal to Fateh. The competition included pre-selection, written exams and interviews.
Eight judges were selected and the whole process was monitored by four human rights
organizations to guarantee transparency and accountability. Security courts were
cancelled on 27.7.2003 and all their cases were referred to the civilian courts. This
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was considered a major achievement especially because the security courts were not
subjected to civilian law. A constitutional court was approved by the PLC on 13
February 2006. The court still needs to be established and made functional, which
requires resources and expertise.

On the Civil Service level a law on civil service was endorsed in 1998 and was
amended in April 2004. The law included description of the different posts and the
employees’ salaries. It also included new procedures for appointing the director of
employees’ affairs which requires approval from the PLC after being appointed by the
prime minister. The prime minister’s office issued the bylaws and regulations to
implement it on 15 August 2005. However the challenge ahead is to implement the
law, especially in the light of the donors’ community refraining from paying the
expenses of its implementation, and the more recent boycott of the Hamas
government. In 2003 a decision by the prime minister was taken preventing a civil
servant from working in another job. This decision was never implemented although
there were more restrictions on working hours. The low salaries (or the lack of them
as from March 2006 due to the international boycott to Hamas government) force
many civil servants to work in more than one job. A new law on the retirement of
civil servants was endorsed in 26 April 2005, a step forward towards organizing and
structuring the civil service by retirement of senior employees. There were many
improvements in restructuring and building a hierarchy within the civil service,
however some of the ministries did not implement the structure or prepare internal
regulations that govern employees' daily work. Challenges ahead include minimising
the numbers of new recruits which is a major challenge for the public service and the
national budget. Factional recruits should be stopped.

On the Police and Prosecutors level, all salaries of security forces were to be
transferred to bank accounts as from April 2004, a step which was demanded by the
international community as well as internal reform actors. This step is seen as a
control over security expenditure as well as stopping any corruption opportunities by
senior officials in the security forces. Some important laws were ratified including the
law of retirement for security forces in 2004, the law for serving in the security forces
in June 2005, and the law of general security in October 2006. In 2005 many senior
officers in the security forces retired, including the head of general security and the
head of military security. Challenges ahead include structural reform for the policing
system. Financial assistance is required to develop two major elements of democratic
policing - responsiveness and accountability – which are now missing from
Palestinian policing. Responsiveness is required so the police can take their cues from
the public rather than the state or an individual. Accountability, meanwhile, would
come from acceptance by the police of outside authority and supervision. Viable
courts, legislatures, local governments and a complaint process allowing people to
register grievances against the police are all forms of accountability.

On the Public Procurement level a law on public procurement was issued in 1998
and a central committee for public procurement was established in 2003.
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There is no Ombudsman and the Palestinian Independent Commission for Citizens
Rights needs to be strengthened if it is to play a major role as ombudsman. There is a
need for better training of its staff and a law or regulation which provides protection
and impunity.

On the Media level the only progress has been in the increase of the number of
publications, radio stations and local TV stations. However, covering of corruption
and reform issues has not improved. The real change was in internet media which
became more active in dealing with these issues. Challenges ahead include better
training in investigative media and media ethics which requires more attention when
covering corruption issues.

On the Civil Society level progress has been achieved by ratifying the NGOs law and
bylaws, setting up a special network for integrity and accountability, increasing
awareness amongst different groups within society on corruption and reform, and
conducting some important studies to identify forms of corruption. Challenges ahead
are practicing internal integrity within civil society organizations, setting norms and
becoming role models of good governance and internal democracy, and improving the
ability and credibility to hold the PNA accountable by monitoring and advocacy
activities.

On the Regional and Local Government level the major achievement was changing
the local elections law to full proportional system, conducting elections successfully
in the first four stages. Challenges ahead are concluding the fifth round of elections,
training newly elected local council members on integrity and good governance,
creating a system of accountability with local communities, and gradually overcoming
the control of central government.
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8. Priorities and Recommendations
The Palestinian case shows how reform and building national integrity systems is
sensitive to political change. The continuous oppression by the Israeli occupation
undermines any reform efforts. Achievements are fragile in the face of the harsh
measure of political boycott by the international community and withholding funds
from some integrity pillars, but most of all the increase of poverty, unemployment and
lack of security which are all factors that increase opportunities for corruption.
Commitment to integrity and reform in the Palestinian context should be coupled with
political commitment to advance the peace process, stopping the occupation
oppression and promoting a viable economic development process.

The Palestinian case shows the importance of political will in advancing reform.
Political will amongst strong, historical leaders is a must, especially after conflicts
when leaders have significant historical importance and are seen as national heroes.
At the same time these heroes are used to the mentality of resistance which lacks
transparency due too security reasons. It is the role of the international community
then to strengthen local demands for integrity and reform.

However, international donors support should be political as well as financial. It
should be based on local demands and not on imposing agendas and scenarios of
reform that worked elsewhere. Continuous dialogue with local agents for change is
essential. Political support is also important to maintain achievements of reform
which are usually fragile. Financial support should not be seasonal or according to
pre-set agendas. Some reform and especially re-building state institutions needs long
term and consistent support. The international donor community’s desire to respond to
urgent humanitarian needs should not take over the long-term efforts of reform.

The Palestinian case shows the importance of individual agents for reform (Salam
Fayyad or Azmi Shoaibi) in triggering reform agendas. However, it also showed how
fragile such reform can be if not institutionalized and supported by structures within
the state and civil society. The fragile nature of reform can cause a rapid deterioration
and loss of people’s confidence if not coupled with long-term measures and
precautions.

The Palestinian case also shows the danger of using reform and integrity as a tool in
political and election campaigns and for political gains. False allegations or lack of
evidence creates a hostile environment and minimizes people’s trust in the system.

There are many priorities for building an integrity system in Palestine. The first
priority is building a viable, independent judicial system. This priority is not related
to the spread of corruption within the sector but due to the need for an effective
judiciary system for all other pillars of the integrity system in the PNA. Up until now
all the achievements in other sectors are undermined because of a lack of
implementation of the law, slow procedures in bringing those accused of corruption to
justice and a weak rule of law all of which may undermine people's confidence in the
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system. Although judicial reform may need a long time and many resources, it is
essential to start with. In that sense it is not a long term strategy since work must
begin now to begin to convince the people to have confidence of official commitment
to reform and belief in justice as a core concept across reform in all sectors (which,
with the sustainability of judicial reform, may be considered to be the longer-term
strategy to consolidate and deliver that confidence and belief).

The second priority is to create a better security and policing system. There are
several Palestinian security services which are organized under the rule of political
leaders rather than the rule of law. The restructuring should include decreasing the
number of services, eliminating direct executive control over them and separating
law-enforcement functions from intelligence and other security aspects by placing
them in different ministries. The elements that underpin the rule of law - such as
prisons, courts, and legal sector and security services - should be regarded as linked
and interdependent.

An equally important priority is reforming the President's Office which is a crucial
challenge at the moment. Due to the international boycott of the Hamas government,
money is being transferred to the President's Office which contradicts all the
achievements that have been accomplished since 2003 in unifying the treasury and
having a modern, transparent budget system. Donors and the international community
are playing a negative role in advancing the reform agenda. Such measures which are
considered temporary may cause even more suspicion of corruption and
mismanagement of public funds which will further add to the bad perceptions about
the PNA.

One of the priorities is continuation of reforming the civil service by avoiding
appointments according to political affiliation, an issue which gained more
importance with Hamas control of the Palestinian government. New recruits based on
political affiliations, favouritism and nepotism should stop. The retirement procedure
should be activated to minimize the number of employees. All employees should be
placed in a certain structure which serves the mission of the governmental
organizations. Rules such as preventing civil servants from working in two jobs and
respecting working hours should be implemented.

Transparency in local government is another step that should also be taken to
increase the accountability of local government, by increasing transparency of its
actions. The annual budgets and audited annual accounts of local governments should
be available to the public.

Recommendations for fostering the reform agenda are:

For the PNA

• A Palestinian agenda for reform should be set with clear milestones and which
can be regularly checked and updated. Funding of reform should be compatible
with the national priorities and not imposed by external factors.
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• More research on the forms and nature of corruption in the Palestinian context
should be conducted.

• There is a need to restore people's confidence in the reform agenda by concluding
some of the cases and bringing the accused to court.

• Committees of reform should be given clear terms of reference in addition to
some implementation powers, with participation from different sectors within
society, otherwise they will turn into a mere consultative bodies which give
suggestions but take no action themselves.

• Regular assessment of the performance and evaluation of reform is needed at
different stages. The people should be involved with the reform process through
improving access to information and by informing them about achievements.

For integrity and good governance local agents (civil society, research centres and
activists)

• More research and fact finding missions are necessary to identify cases of
corruption, change people’s perceptions and identify local priorities for reform
and integrity.

• The national agenda of reform requires more engagement of civil society in
setting priorities and making the necessary change. Open dialogue with the PNA
and the international community should be maintained.

• Internal integrity measures within civil society is crucial for setting role models
and restoring people’s confidence

• More capacity building in identifying corruption, investigative reporting for
media and activists as well as advocacy for integrity is needed.

For the donor community

• One on the major obstacles for reform is the political nature of funding which
undermines previous efforts of reform. The political nature of funding should take
into consideration the future of the reform agenda.

• Better coordination amongst donors to the Palestinians in all strategic approaches
to reform, not only at the political level but also at the implementation level.

• Donors should respect and strengthen local integrity systems by using them
themselves and by funding their development and reform.

• Donors need to practise internal integrity and good governance and so provide a
role model for local institutions.
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• Donors can improve local standards by setting rules for reporting (narrative and
financial) that respect integrity standards, unifying their requirements, and
training their staff (mainly local staff who are more permanent) on integrity
standards.

• Continuous and regular consultation with Palestinian integrity and reform agents
should take place to match donors' priorities with Palestinian priorities in the
reform agenda.
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131 Interview with Mr. Qais Abu Laila, Senior Official at the Democratic Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (DFLP) (29 May 2006).

132 Interview with Mr. Qais Abu Laila, Senior Official at the Democratic Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (DFLP) (29 May 2006).

133 The appointment decision of Abu Alrub was never published in the Official Gazette.

134 http://www.pogar.org/countries/judiciary.asp?cid=14

135 Council on Foreign Relations http://www.cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/palinstfull.pdf 1
March 2006; see also www.foreignrelations.org

136 Council on Forging Relations http://www.cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/palinstfull.pdf 1
March 2006; see also www.foreignrelations.org

137 The PLC and several Palestinian nongovernmental organizations claim the High Court's decision is
illegitimate because it is not entitled to look into constitutional appeals. They also accuse the court of
acting on personal motives; the law diminishes the power of those who currently dominate the High
Court. This is the first time a piece of PLC legislation has been declared unconstitutional. See: Al-

Ayam Newspaper http://www.al-ayyam.com/znews/site/template/printpreview.aspx?did=29678 The
Court also consider the law null and void and should be considered “as if it never occurred” and

decided that Judiciary Law No. 1 of 2002 should be the valid law. (challenge No. 5/2005)

138 State Security Courts, established in 1995 by a presidential decree to try cases involving security
issues in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, were abolished in 2003. These courts lacked almost all due
process rights.

139 Other Palestinian religious communities have their own courts.

140 PICCR Annual report, 6th-10th editions from 2000 till 2004

141 PICCR Annual report, 6th-10th editions from 2000-2004

142 Interview with Chief Justice, Judge Issa Abu Sharar. See also PICCR annual reports 1996-2004.
www.piccr.org
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143 Interview with Assistant Attorney General, Abdel Ghani Iwewi

144 Interview with Mr. Rasem Kamal, project officer USAID (22 May 2006)

145 Interview with Mr. Rasem Kamal, project officer USAID (22 May 2006)

146 Interview with Mr. Rasem Kamal, project officer USAID (22 May 2006)

147 See Malheis, Ghania, 1998, The Palestinian Public Sector: Reality, problems, prospects and reform
Priorities, A paper presented to the first conference on employment in Palestine, organized by the
Ministry of Labor, Ramallah 11-13 May 1998 (In Arabic).

148 Falasteen Newspaper http://www.falasteen.com/article.php3?id_article=6506

149 Interview with Dr. Azmi Shoaibi

150 The bill of salaries has increased from 870 million USD before 2004 to 1 billion in 2004-2005 due
to the implementation of the second phase of the Civil Service Law in which the average wage of the
civil servants increased by 16%. See:  The World Bank Group, West bank and Gaza Update, April
2006, page 31.

151 The World Bank, West bank & Gaza: Strengthening Public Sector Management, Social and
Economic Development Group, Middle East and North Africa Region.

152 www.aman-palestine.org/Arabic/Documents/Security/securityreformPalestine.doc

153 Interview with Assistant Attorney General, Abdel Ghani Iwewi

154 The Service in the Security Forces Law refers to the Military Criminal Law, while there is no such a
law. However, Palestinian military courts apply the PLO Criminal Law of 1979 which is not a PNA
law and it was never published in the Official Gazette.

155 Department for International Development http://www.dfid.gov.uk/countries/asia/palestine.asp

156 Interview with: Ms. Fadwa Al Shaer, Director General of General Affairs of Civil Organizations,
Ministry of Interior (27 May 2006)

157 Interview with: Ms. Fadwa Al Shaer, Director General of General Affairs of Civil Organizations,
Ministry of Interior (27 May 2006)

158 Interview with: Ms. Fadwa Al Shaer, Director General of General Affairs of Civil Organizations,
Ministry of Interior (27 May 2006)

159 Interview with: Ms. Fadwa Al Shaer, Director General of General Affairs of Civil Organizations,
Ministry of Interior (27 May 2006)

160 Interview with: Ms. Fadwa Al Shaer, Director General of General Affairs of Civil Organizations,
Ministry of Interior (27 May 2006)

161 The regulations were enacted by the Minister of Finance and were never published in the Official
Gazette of the PNA.

162 The World Bank, Intifada, Closures, and Palestinian Economic Crisis, October 2004, page 87.
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163 Aman Coalition Website  www.aman-palestine.org/Arabic/Documents/Palestiniancase.doc

164 Edition No. 59 of 1995

165 Palestinian Independent Commission on Citizen’s Rights http://www.piccr.org/about/bylaws.pdf, 20
April 2006.

166 Interview with Lamis Alami, Director General of PICCR.

167 Interview with Lamis Alami, Director General of PICCR.

168 Interview with Mu’in Barghouthi, Legal Researcher, PICCR.

169 Currently, the PICCR Board comprises of 14 members.

170 Palestinian Independent Commission on Citizen’s Rights http://www.piccr.org/about/board.html ,
20 April 2006

171 Interview with Dr. Azmi Shoaibi on 5.1.2007

172 Interview with Lamis Alami, Director General of PICCR.

173 Interview with Muin Barghouthi. 20 April 2006

174 Palestinian Independent Commission on Citizen’s Rights http://www.piccr.org/report/report.html ,
20 April 2006

175 The appointment decision was never published in the Official Gazette.

176 Interview with head of prosecution department in Ramallah, Mr. Thaer Abu Baker

177 Dr. Ahmad Suboh, Deputy Minister- Ministry of Information,  Workshop on the Role of the Official
Media in facing corruption, Aman coalition, Ramallah 16 March 2006, Aman Coalition Website
http://www.aman-palestine.org/

178 By Toby Mendel and Dr. Ali Khashan, The Legal Framework for Media in Palestine and Under
International Law, page 5 on Article 19 website http://www.article19.org/pdfs/analysis/palestine-
media-framework.pdf

179 Interview Juman Qunais- Media Institute Birzeit University

180 Dr. Ahmad Suboh, Deputy Minister- Ministry of Information,  Workshop on the Role of the Official
Media in facing corruption, Aman coalition, Ramallah 16 March 2006,Aman Coalition website
http://www.aman-palestine.org/

181 The staff of Al Hayat Aljadeeda newspaper receive their salaries from the PNA.

182 Muhannad Abdel Hamid, Role of the Palestinian Media in Facing Corruption, (Ramallah: Aman
2005), page 38

183 The index runs from 1 (most press freedom) to 167 (least press freedom). Reporters Without
Boarders website http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=11713
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184 Interview with Ms Juman Qunais, Media Institute- Birzeit University (27 September 2006)

185 Muhannad Abdel Hamid, Role of the Palestinian Media in Facing Corruption, (Ramallah: Aman
2005)

186 Interview with journalist Muntaser Hamdan, reporter, Al Hayat Al Jadida.

187 UNDP- Programme on Governance in the Arab Region
http://www.pogar.org/countries/civil.asp?cid=14

188UNDP- Programme on Governance in the Arab Region
http://www.pogar.org/countries/civil.asp?cid=14

189 Interview with: Mohanna Hindele, Grant Officer at Tamkeen (28 May 2006)

190 Shalabi and Saadi, 2001

191 UNDP- Programme on Governance in the Arab Region
http://www.pogar.org/countries/civil.asp?cid=14

192 Interview with Dr. Ahmad Abu Daya.

193 Interview with: Mohanna Hindele, Grant Officer at Tamkeen (28 May 2006)

194 These six Palestinian NGOs joined efforts to form Aman. They are the Palestinian Initiative for the
Promotion of Global Dialogue and Democracy “MIFTAH”, Arab Thought Forum, The Palestine Trade
Center “PalTrade”, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of Democracy “MUWATIN”, Al-Mezan
Center for Human Rights, and the Palestinian Council on Foreign Relations, Gaza.

195UNDP- Programme on Governance in the Arab Region http://www.pogar.org/countries/

196 World bank www1.worldbank.org/wbiep/decentralization/menalib/sewell.pdf

197 World bank www1.worldbank.org/wbiep/decentralization/menalib/sewell.pdf

198 UNDP- Programme on Governance in the Arab Region http://www.pogar.org/countries/

199 Over 50% of the Palestinian eligible voters live in these remaining municipalities. See: Palestinian
Central Elections Commission http://www.elections.ps

200 Palestinian State Information Service http://www.sis.gov.ps/arabic/roya/29/page17.html

201Arabic media Internet Network
http://www.amin.org/look/amin/article.tpl?IdLanguage=17&IdPublication=7&NrArticle=35165&NrIss
ue=1&NrSection=1 Accessed on 23 November 2006
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11. Legislation

List of Available Legislation against Corruption

Law Areas covered

Basic Law of 2002 and its amendments in
2003 and 2005

Using public office for private gains,
conflict of interest, declaration of income

Civil Service law no 4 for 1998 and its
amendments for 2005

Using public office for private gains,
t ransparency in  appointments ,
favouritism

Egyptian Civil Code no 69 of 1953
applied in the Gaza Strip

Bribery, rent seeking, conflict of interest,
nepotism and favouritism,

Jordanian Civil code no 16 of 1960
applied in the West Bank

Bribery, rent seeking, conflict of interest

Judiciary law no 1 of 2002 Conflict of interest

Law of the commission of stock markets
no 13 of 2004

Illicit enrichment, conflict of interest,

Law on financial and administrative audit
commission no 15 of 2005

Conflict of interest

Law on Illicit Enrichment No1 of 2005 Illicit enrichment for civil servants,
protection of informants, declaration of
income for high officials in the executive
authority

Law on Military Service no 8 of 2005 Using public office for private gains

Law on monetary commission no 2 of
1997

Declaration of income

Law on the duties and responsibilities of
Palestinian Legislative Council no 10 of
2004

Using public office for private gains,
conflict of interest, declaration of income

Law on Public Retirement no 7 of 2007 Conflict of interest
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12. Interviewees
subject to final confirmation
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Annex 1 - Donor Funding to the Palestinians
Donor Funding to the Palestinians

1993-2006

As mentioned in the Ministry of Planning
Directorate General of Aid Management and Coordination Website

Donor Group Donor Total
Committed

Total
Disbursed

Arab Countries Algeria $97,147,990 $97,147,990

Arab Countries AL-Aqsa and Al-
Quds Fund $20,000,000 $5,023,696

Arab Fund for Economic and Social
Development (Kuwait-based) $200,000 $200,000

Bahrain $12,343,152 $7,343,152

Egypt $14,589,400 $11,771,368

Jordan $1,171,459 $1,171,457

Kuwait $97,879,675 $87,879,674

Lebanon $10,560 $10,559

Libya $17,112,549 $17,112,549

Morocco $1,539,560 $1,539,560

Oman $7,626,313 $7,626,313
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Qatar $24,449,839 $24,449,839

Saudi Arabia $379,157,093 $355,335,662

Sudan $1,104,100 $858,234

Syria $1,559,850 $1,559,849

Tunisia $7,468,815 $7,468,813

United Arab Emirates $78,563,432 $77,563,432

Yemen $9,260,000 $8,300,000

European
Union Austria $14,671,942 $12,786,794

Belgium $77,559,600 $38,358,402

Cyprus $53,878 $53,878

Czech Republic $86,622 $86,621

Denmark $74,846,232 $54,997,080

EC $1,494,335,477 $1,239,632,611

EIB $0 $0

Finland $35,941,170 $27,220,895

France $212,957,885 $105,466,997

Germany $445,705,503 $197,246,168

Greece $12,075,544 $11,238,676
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Ireland $14,417,481 $12,631,481

Italy $183,311,284 $145,794,150

Luxembourg $7,060,175 $6,837,549

Malta $5,760 $5,760

Netherlands $120,502,836 $106,912,530

Poland $28,800 $28,800

Portugal $2,303,999 $1,202,235

Spain $65,157,019 $51,024,239

Sweden $346,394,617 $254,406,275

United Kingdom $283,489,807 $260,819,220

Far East
Countries Brunei $9,600 $9,600

China $2,550,866 $134,384

India $5,288,267 $2,488,265

Indonesia $4,800 $4,800

Japan $235,790,858 $165,690,804

Malaysia $48,000 $48,000

South Korea $5,653,376 $1,777,484

North America Canada $59,602,694 $27,040,007
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USA $973,003,598 $927,175,705

Others Australia $12,408,586 $9,555,131

Chile $7,200 $7,200

Colombia $4,078 $4,078

Iceland $72,000 $72,000

Inter Governmental Organizations $3,396,000 $3,346,000

Islamic Development Bank $80,490,000 $76,670,000

Liechtenstein $11,520 $11,520

Maldives $1,440 $1,440

Mexico $8,598 $8,598

Monaco $7,200 $7,200

Namibia $960 $960

New Zealand $1,255,859 $1,255,858

Norway $219,919,369 $198,576,483

OPEC Fund $2,500,000 $0

Private Contributions $11,494,735 $9,925,372

Saint Marin (San Marino) $13,903 $12,000

South Africa $642,279 $642,279
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Switzerland $66,877,718 $61,911,536

Thailand $43,200 $43,200

The World Bank Group $159,327,000 $110,816,567

TO BE DETERMINED $185,000 $85,000

Turkey $1,471,825 $571,825

UN Agencies $7,408,783 $5,035,095

UNDP TRAC $22,791,011 $15,215,236

UNESCO Headquarters $1,208,341 $904,840

United Nations $29,330,099 $29,249,333

Vatican (Holy See) $92,200 $92,200

Grand Total $6,065,010,381 $4,887,502,508


